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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Trends in future generations of large scale integrated circuits

Information technology (IT) has been continuously evolving and reaching the
current state is called as information technology society. The need for electronic
devices such as laptops, personal computers, tablets, and mobile phones (particularly
smartphones) increases significantly year by year. Those electronic devices is
expected to be increasing, however they involve improvements in terms of high
ability of information processing, scaling down and expanded functionality in single
chip. The silicon based ultra large scale integrated (ULSI) circuit has been used for
information processing in these devices. CPU, random access memory (Static random
access memory: SRAM, Dynamic Random Access Memory: DRAM) and Flash
memory are typical ULSI devices. These chips play an important role as a core and
determine the performance of electronic devices. To respond the large demands for
the high performance of electronic devices, many researchers have been
investigating: high integration of ULSI chips and high speed information processing.
Since four decades until now the development of semiconductor industry has been
carried out by the rapid pace of improvements of cost, speed, and power of the
consumer products. Most of the improvements have been accomplished principally
by the industry’s ability to exponentially decrease the minimum feature size used to
fabricate ULSI. The most frequently cited trend is in integration level, which is
usually expressed as Moore’s Law proposed in 1965 (that is, the number of
components per chip will double roughly every year). [1] The most significant trend is
the decreasing of cost-per-function, which has led to significant improvements of the
economic productivity (profitability) and the overall quality of life through
proliferation of computers, communication tool, and other industrial and consumer
1
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electronics in the sophisticated information society.
There is another widely known law to keep Moore’s Law active. This law called as
“scaling law” was proposed in 1974 by R. H. Dennard et al. [2] They expected that the
improvement of device performances could be achieved by the miniaturization of
device dimension with a constant electric field in the device.

(Table 1.1) If the

device dimension and source voltage are reduced 1/k times and doping concentration
is increased to k times, the delay time decreased to 1/k times, the power dissipation
decreased to 1/k2 times, and integration degree becomes k2 times, i.e., processing
time, integration degree and power dissipation can be improved. Thus, the scaling
law has been lead to the miniaturization of devices as a main approach for the
fabrication of high performance semiconductor devices for a long time.
The DRAM, SRAM and MPU are typical examples of the improvement of devices
based on the scaling laws described above. In 1998, the capacity of DRAM was
increased to 1 Gbit, million times of 1 Kbit capacity of first DRAM developed in
1970. The first MPU developed by Intel Corporation in 1971 consisted of about 2,300
transistors, and was operating at 760 kHz of clock frequency. In 2010 Intel
Corporation has announced the 32 nm Intel® Core i7 Processor (Gulftown). This is
a complex system on a chip with multiple functional units and multiple interfaces,
including four cores, 1.17 billion transistors, and operating at the frequency of 3.33
GHz.[3]
In present day, the increment speed of the number of components becomes lower
than that expected by the Moore’s law (the number of components per chip will
double roughly every two year), however it still keeps increasing exponentially and it
is expected that number of devices will continue the increasing trend. Table 1.2 shows
the interconnect technology requirements for MPU, DRAM and Flash memory,
which was published by International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(ITRS).[4] The miniaturization is still a most fundamental key issue for development
2
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of semiconductor devices described above.

Fig. 1.1 Cross section of CMOS LSI multilevel wiring structure.
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Fig. 1.2 Technology node of the DRAM and MPU.

Table 1.1 Scaling law of transistor

Decive of circuit parameter Scaling factor
Device dimension tox, L, W
1/k
Doping concentration Na
k
Voltage
1/k
Current
1/k
Capacitance
1/k
Delay time/circuit
1/k
Power dissipation/circuit
1/k2
Power density
1
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Table 1.2 Requirements for pitches of DRAM, MPU and Flash

Year of Production

2014 2015 2016 2017

2018

2019

2020

DRAM 1/2 Pitch
26

24

21.9

20.0

18.4

16.9

15.5

32

32

28.3

25.3

22.5

20.0

17.9

17

15

14.2

13.0

11.9

11.9

11.9

(nm) (contacted)
MPU/ASIC Metal 1/2
Pitch (nm) (contacted)
Flash 1/2 Pitch (nm)
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1.2 Reactive ion etching of fluorocarbon plasma

Figure 1.3 shows an illustration of a fluorocarbon-based plasma etching. Fluorocarbon
gases such as CF4 are introduced to the plasma reactor together with rare gases (Ar, He,
etc.) and addition gases (O2, N2, H2, etc.). Plasmas have been generated with the power
of excitation frequencies from 13.56 MHz to 2.45 GHz. Radicals, ions, and electrons
are generated by the electron impact dissociation of the feed gas. The species are
generated by complicated chemical reactions in the plasmas, such as dissociation,
excitation, ionization, recombination, elastic scattering, charge transfer, and so on. An
excited state of the species can decay to lower energy state by emission of a photon.
The plasma provides radicals, ions, and electrons onto the wafer surface. The radicals
diffuse thermally onto the wafer surface since they are electrically neutral. On the other
hand, the ions are accelerated perpendicularly to the wafer surface by the sheath field on
the wafer and then bombard the wafer surface

[5]

. In common case of the high-density

plasma etching, the ion bombardment is enhanced by applying RF bias power to the
wafer. Generally, the RF-bias frequency is chosen from a few hundred kHz to 13.56
MHz. One of the advantages of the plasma etching is its anisotropic etching
characteristic. As ions perpendicularly bombard the wafer surface, the activation of
chemical reaction takes place only on the bottom of the pattern, and not on the sidewall.
As a result, the radicals contribute to etch the bottom and deposit to form a fluorocarbon
polymer layer on the sidewall, which prevents the sidewall from being etched. Ion
energy distribution strongly depends on the frequency of the bias. The radicals and ions
react on the surface, and the byproducts are emitted to the plasma region. The
byproducts are exhausted together with other products from the plasma by a pump
system.
It is believed that CFx (x=1-3) radicals work as precursors of the selective etching of
SiO2 films. CFx (x=1-3) radicals etch the surface film, if the wafer surface is activated
6
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by the ion bombardment with high energies

[6-9]

. On the contrary, the CFx (x=1-3)

radicals work as precursors of the deposition of fluorocarbon polymers, if the surface is
insufficiently activated by the ion bombardment with low energies [7]. Thus, the etching
process using fluorocarbon plasmas proceeds in competition with the polymer
deposition on the wafer surface.[10-15] The formation of the fluorocarbon polymer
strongly depends on plasma chemistry, that is, the selection of feed gases considerably
influences the selectivity. The rare gases and addition gases are introduced in order to
control the behaviors of ions and radicals in the plasma, and to control the polymer
formation on the surface. Rare gas such as Ar plays a role to achieve a high ion/radical
ratio. Addition gases such as H2, O2, and N2 molecules increase the chemical reaction
rate in the plasma and on the surface. When H2 gas is added to the fluorocarbon plasma,
fluorocarbon radicals is generated with not only electron impact dissociation, but also F
abstraction by H atoms.[16] For the Additions of O2 and N2 gases, they are known to play
a role to suppress the excess deposition of polymers on the surface. O atoms are easy to
associate with fluorocarbon radicals, and to decrease the density of fluorocarbon
radicals in the plasma.[17] However, behaviors of fluorocarbon radicals in the N2
addition plasma have not been understood enough. The temperature of radicals and
neutral molecules is one of the most important parameters for understanding and
controlling the plasma process, because the temperature governs the density profiles, the
transport of radicals, the reaction rate on the surface, and so on.

7
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Fig. 1.3 Fluorocarbon-based plasma etching
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1.3

Problems for dielectric film etching processes

Etching processes for dielectric films are important processes in fabricating the contact
hole and trench. As technology nodes are progressed, the process window for the
plasma process is more tight and difficult. For example, the error of the dimension of
dielectric films after etch is allowed only under 10% as fabrication size.
One of problems in the etching process with high-density plasmas is poor etching
selectivity of a dielectric film over photo resist (PR) and underlying materials. This is
due to poor protection films deposited on the surface. The selective deposition on PR
and underlying materials decreases their etch rate, and therefore increases the selectivity.
However, excessive amounts of the CFx (x=1-3) radicals result in the deposition on
dielectric films as well, which cause an etching stop and taper shape [20].
Other problem is the etch rate uniformity. In the case of a 200 mm wafer, it is said that
uniformity of less than 3 %, within a diameter of 195 mm, is required

[21]

. Recently,

semiconductor industries demand large-area etching of a 300 mm wafer.
Non-uniformity causes excess discharge times to etch dielectric films over the
underlying materials. One of the mechanisms of etching non-uniformity is non-uniform
distribution of ions, radicals, and electric field over the wafer

[21, 22]

. Koshiishi et. al.

reported that the improvement of the electric field enable us to control a etch rate
distribution

[21]

. Diagnostics of CFx (x=1-3) radicals and active species are useful to

understand the poor selectivity and etching non-uniformity.
High-aspect-ratio SiO2 contact-hole etching is one of the key technologies. However,
there are many serious problems, such as charge-buildup damage [23-25], etching-stop [26],
and micro-loading effects [26]. Charge accumulation in contact hole during etching is one
of the main causes of these problems. It is well known that fluorocarbon polymers
deposited on the sidewall influence on the etching characteristics and charge
accumulation.
9
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Micro-trench is another problem observed in the dielectric etching. The formation of
micro-trench during the etching of dielectric films is often explained by two reasons,
that is, ion scattering from sloped sidewalls [27-29], and different charging at the sidewalls
and bottom of the contact hole due to a difference in the angular distribution for positive
ions and electrons.[30,31] It is important to understand the mechanism of the problem and
to monitor the plasma using plasma diagnostics. Moreover, it is important to control
active species working for etch reactions in plasma, and it is necessary that good
condition of plasma is assumed and kept from the understood mechanism of the
problem. One solution is plasma simulation. The behaviors of active species are
simulated on the computer. Then the composition of active species in plasma is fixed by
controlling some conditions of plasma generation using simulation results. For these
control, it is necessary that the dissociation reaction of feedstock gas is understood. In
addition, it is necessary to select the feedstock gas whose dissociation reaction can be
controlled.

10
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1.4

Development and selection of feedstock gas molecule

The active species in plasma effecting etch process are strongly reflected by the
feedstock gas molecule because the feedstock gas molecule is source of the active
species. Therefore various fluorocarbon gases of molecules are developed and have
been used for etching processes.
For process gas, the fluorocarbon molecules with straight chain structure (such as C2F6,
C3F6, C4F6, and C3F8), and the fluorocarbon molecules with circular structure (such as
c-C4F8 and c-C5F8) have been considered and investigated

[32-35]

. In the contained atom

ratio, these gas have lower F/C ratio than CF4, a basic fluorocarbon. They were
expected to realize a high selectivity process because lower F/C ratio molecule can
produce less F atoms in plasma and could enhance the polymerization working for
protection films. In other way than modifying molecular structure, it is considered extra
elements are contained. For example, hydrogen contained fluorocarbons such as
CHxF4-x (x=1,2,3) have been used for etching processes.[36-39] Iodine contained
fluorocarbons such as CF3I and C3F7I

[40-42]

, and oxygen contained fluorocarbons such

as C5F10O (Perfluoro- propyl-vinyl-ether)[43,44], C3HF7O (Tetrafluoro-ethyl-Trifluoromethyl-ether)

[45]

and C3F6O (Perfluoro-propen- oxide)[46] were reported for etching

process gas. However, dissociation reaction of these molecules is not understood
sufficiently, except conventional molecules such as CF4, CHF3, C2F6, C3F8 and c-C4F8
[47-50]

. Especially, dissociation reactions of molecules containing extra elements have not

been investigated.
However, these development and selection of feedstock gas have been performed by
trial-and-error method. It is required that the knowledge of the dissociation reaction of
gas molecule, the composition of active species in plasma and the properties of etch
process are fed back to gas design.

11
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Fig. 1.4 Development of fluorocarbon gas molecule
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1.5

Purposes and Construction of this thesis

The goal of this study is to understand the dissociation reaction of fluorocarbon gas
molecule and control active species in plasma by controlling molecular dissociation,
and feed back the results of dissociation and plasma diagnostics to gas design. In order
to achieve this goal, perfluoro-vinyl-ether and hydro-fluorocarbon molecule were used
and investigated. These molecules contain other atom (not fluorine or carbon) and the
high etch performances such as high selectivity expected and reported. These molecular
dissociation reactions were clarified by measurement and computation method. Ions and
radicals densities in plasma were measured to clarify the mechanisms of molecular
dissociation in plasma, and active species control, and etching.
In Chapter 2, theory of plasma diagnostics of mass spectrometry and computation
method of molecular orbital calculations used for investigation of molecular
dissociation were introduced. Theories of film characterization techniques such as X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and optical interferometer used as measurement
methods of etched subsurface reactions were also described.
In Chapter 3, the dissociation reactions of two perfluoro-vinyl-ether molecules,
perfluoro-ethyl-vinyl-ether (C3F6O) and perfluoro-propyl-vinyl-ether (C5F10O), induced
by electron were described. These molecular fragmentation were measured by mass
spectrometry and considered the mechanism using the results of molecular orbital
calculations.
In Chapter 4, the dissociation reactions of hydro-fluorocarbon molecules induced by
electron were described. Especially, the inconsistency between the tendencies of
dissociation reactions of CH2F2 and the ions density in CH2F2 plasma was focused. To
solve this inconsistency, some pathway of generating considered ions were investigated
and the selective dissociation reaction at specific bond was appeared. Then the
possibility of control of ions ratio using this selective dissociation was shown.
13
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Finally, the results in the present study were summarized and future works were
described in the Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Experimental and simulation methods

2.1 Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer

Quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) is widely used for the analysis in many fields.
Mass spectrometry is the detection method for ions by ionizing the object species and
selecting the ions by the ratio of the mass to the ionic charge (m/z). Figure 2.2 (a)
shows the schematic diagram of construction of QMS. The object species are ionized
in the ionization chamber. Applying the voltage superposing the high frequency on
the direct current voltage [(U + V cos t)] to the four electrodes, the only ions of
specific m/z oscillate stably in the quadrupole electrodes because those amplitude are
getting large as the ions travel in the electrodes. Then, ions can be selected by m/z.
Varying the high frequency voltage V with keeping U/V constant, the ions of M/Z
enter the detector by following equation:
M

Z

C

V
2

r0 f

(2.1)

2

where C, r0, and f are the constant, the distance from the center to the surface of the
electrodes, and the frequency, respectively. Secondary electrons by the ions through
the quadrupole electrodes are amplified in a secondary electron multiplier (SEM).
The mass spectrometer (Hiden EQP) with an orifice of 100 μm in a diameter was
attached to the wall. The inside of the mass spectrometer was differentially pumped
by a turbo molecular pump. The ionic or neutral species in the plasma introduced
from the chamber into the mass spectrometer through the orifice. To neutral species
were ionized in the ionization chamber by and electron beam from an oxide-coated
iridium filament. The inside of the mass spectrometer was differentially pumped by
50 l/s turbo-molecular pump.
Generally the sensitivity of QMS detection depends on mass to charge ratio (m/z).
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Therefore the measured intensity is corrected by mass sensitivity to know the true
difference between signals of different (m/z). Figure 2.1 shows the intensities of He,
Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe measured by QMS used in this studies. From the result, the
efficiency depended on (m/z)−0.84 for the species mass to charge ratio (m/z). For
comparison, the mass-dependent calibrations were (m/z)−0.85 for the HIDEN PSM2
reported by Pulpytel et al.,[1] (m/z)−0.81~−1 for the HIDEN PIC reported by Singh et
al.,[2] (m/z)−0.75 for HIDEN EQP 300 reported by Kechkar et al.,[3] and the regression

Relative intensity (arb.unit)

curve for Pfeiffer PPM 422 by Sode et al.[4]

1.0

0.5
4.59x(m/z)
0.0
0

50

m/z

100

-0.84

150

Fig. 2.1 Mass sensitivity of QMS used in this studies
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Fig. 2.2 (a) Schematic of configuration
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Fig. 2.2 (b) Schematic of the principle of QMS
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2.2 Plasma Absorption Probe (PAP)

Many methods have been used to measure the electron density, but they are usually not
suitable for monitoring commercial processes in industrial reactors or even in research
reactors. For example, Langmuir probes are usable in rare-gas discharges. In many
industrial applications using reactive gases, however, insulating layers are formed on the
probes, causing them to fail. In such depositing conditions, a microwave interferometer
technique is available; however, it gives us only the line-averaged electron densities.
Another useful technique is the plasma oscillation method[5-8] where a weak electron
beam excites electrostatic waves oscillating at the electron plasma frequency. A
disadvantage here is the use of a hot filament as the electron beam source: the filament
has a short lifetime and induces contamination of heavy metals in plasma reactors.
It is possible to use the PAP in measuring the electron density in a space- and
time-resolved manner.[9,10] The PAP is fully covered with quartz; thus, reactor
contamination is minimized and insulating layer deposition on the probe is unimportant.
Figure 2.3 shows the schematic of PAP. A PAP was constructed from a dielectric tube
and a coaxial cable. The coaxial cable was enclosed by a quartz tube (dielectric constant
ε = 3.78). This quartz tube probe was inserted through the chamber-wall to the center of
the chamber. A 50 Ω semi-rigid coaxial cable of 3 mm outer diameter can be moved in
the tube. A 5 mm lead of the center conductor (1 mm diameter) of the cable acts as a
monopole antenna for radiating electromagnetic waves, to which a frequency-swept
signal of 1 mW is fed from a network analyzer (Agilent E5071C). The network analyzer
is conventionally used for measuring rf impedances and the power reflection coefficient
which is defined as the ratio of the reflected power to the incident in a frequency range
𝜔⁄2𝜋 = 0.1 𝑀𝐻𝑧 − 8 𝐺𝐻𝑧. Let the power reflection coefficient without plasma be
Γ0 = 𝜌0 exp(𝑖𝜃0 ), the coefficient with plasma be Γ𝑝 = 𝜌𝑝 exp(𝑖𝜃𝑝 ), and their ratio be
Γ = Γ𝑝 ⁄Γ0. The network analyzer displays the frequency dependence with the value of
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log|Γ| = log𝜌𝑝 − log𝜌0 , thus subtracting the spurious signals 𝜌0 .
From the plasma dispersion relationship, the surface wave resonance frequency 𝑓𝑠𝑤 is
proportional to the square-root of the plasma density, 𝑛𝑒 . Thus, the plasma density was
estimated by the following relation,
2
𝑛𝑒 = 1.24 × 1010 (1 + 𝜀)𝑓𝑠𝑤

(2.2)

where 𝑓𝑠𝑤 is 𝜔𝑠𝑤 ⁄2𝜋 in units of GHz. ε is 3.78 because the deposited film on the
quartz tube is sufficiently negligibly thin. The proportional constant given here strongly
depends on the probe geometric arrangement.

Fig. 2.3 Schematic of Plasma Absorption Probe
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2.3 Optical Interferometer

Optical interferometer is one of the methods for measurement of film thickness. It
can perform non-destructive and non-contact measurement unlike a profilometer and
a scanning electron microscopy. The most fundamental principle used for
measurement of film thickness by using interference of light is Peak-to-Valley
method. Figure 2.4 shows schematic of light path during the film thickness
measurement. Incident light is reflected at the top of target film (air/film) and the
bottom (film/substrate). These reflected lights cause interference each other. The
intensity of mixture of reflected lights increases when the optical phases of reflected
lights match each other, and in the contrary case decreases. Peak-to-Valley method
uses this interference pattern to calculate the film thickness.
As shown in Figure 2.4, light reflected at bottom goes through film twice. The
difference of length of light path between lights reflected bottom and top is
represented as 2nd, with n and d are density and thickness of the target film,
respectively. Thus, thickness d can be calculated with known density n from
measured interference pattern.
Generally intensity of light going through material decreases depending on an
extinction coefficient k. The decrease of the intensity non-related to interference
make measurement difficult, thus, near infrared light, which is not absorbed in the
film, is generally employed for optical interferometer.
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Fig. 2.4 Schematic of light pass irradiated to the film on the substrate.
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2.4 Optical Emission Spectroscopy

Many optical emissions originating from excited species (e.g. atomic and molecular
radicals) are generally observed in the plasma. Specific species is identified by the
photon energy of the optical emission. Excited species are generated by various
processes such as electron collision, dissociation, impact of other excited species,
photon absorption, etc. Generally, excitation by electron impact frequently occurs in
the plasma. Electron impact excitation of the ground state is given by
e + X → X* + e

(2.3)

where X is the species of interest. De-excitation is followed by the emission of a
photon from the excited state as,
X* → X + h.

(2.4)

The intensity of the optical emission due to the transition from an excited
state to the ground state is given by
I x  ne n x       f   d  k w ne n x

(2.5)

where ne is the electron density, nX is the concentration of X, σX(ε) is the collision
cross section for the electron impact excitation of X as a function of electron energyε,
ν(ε) is the electron velocity and fe(ε) is the electron energy distribution function
(EEDF). keX(ε) is the excitation rate coefficient for X* by the electron impact on X.
Under the condition where keX and ne are kept constant, the emission intensity is
proportional to the concentration of species. However, both of them are affected by
the experimental conditions and are generally so difficult to be kept constant when
external parameters, such as input power, working pressure, are varied in the plasma
processing. Thereby, optical emission spectroscopy (OES) technique is widely used
as a monitoring tool in various plasma processes. Moreover, in order to compare
those emission intensities with the concentration of species, it is necessary to assume
that emissions from exited states chosen are proportional to the concentration of the
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same species in the ground state. Therefore, the special technique such as
actinometric optical emission spectroscopy (AOES) is frequently applied to estimate
relative concentration of species in the ground state [11-17].
Optical emission spectra are generally measured by using a spectrometer.

Usually,

a monochromator with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) and multi-channel spectrometer
with a charged coupled device (CCD) array are used.

In a monochromator the light

intensity is detected through the exit slit by PMT, as shown in Figure 2.5(a). On the
other hand, in a multi-channel spectrometer the light intensity is detected by each
pixel of CCD, as shown in Figure 2.5(b). The advantage of the multi-channel
spectrometer is that it can measure a wide range (several ten nm) of wavelength
simultaneously; however, the defect of the multi-channel spectrometer is that the
resolution is restricted by the size of the pixel of CCD. The resolution of spectrometer
sometimes limits the accuracy of measurements.
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Fig. 2.5 The schematic illustration of (a) monochromator and
(b) multi-channel spectrometer.
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2.5 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry[18]

Ellipsometry is a truly powerful technique of interest and use to physicists, chemists,
electrochemists, electrical and chemical engineers. Ellipsometry measures a change in
polarization as light reflects or transmits from a material structure. The polarization
change is represented as an amplitude ratio, Ψ, and the phase difference, Δ. The
measured response depends on optical properties and thickness of individual materials.
Thus, ellipsometry is primarily used to determine film thickness and optical
constants. However, it is also applied to characterize composition, crystallinity,
roughness, doping concentration, and other material properties associated with a change
in optical response. Since the 1960s, as ellipsometry developed to provide the
sensitivity necessary to measure nanometer-scale layers used in microelectronics,
interest in ellipsometry has grown steadily. Today, the range of its applications has
spread to the basic research in physical sciences, semiconductor and data storage
solutions, flat panel display, communication, biosensor, and optical coating industries.
Ellipsometry measures the interaction between light and material. Light can be
described as an electromagnetic wave traveling through space. For purposes of
ellipsometry, it is adequate to discuss the waves's electric field behavior in space and
time, also known as polarization. The electric field of a wave is always orthogonal to
the propagation direction. Therefore, a wave traveling along the z-direction can be
described by its x- and y- components. When the light has completely random
orientation and phase, it is considered unpolarized. For ellipsometry, however, we are
interested in the kind of electric field that follows a specific path and traces out a
distinct shape at any point. This is known as polarized light. When two orthogonal light
waves are in-phase, the resulting light will be linearly polarized (Figure 2.6 (a)). The
relative amplitudes determine the resulting orientation. If the orthogonal waves are 90°
out-of-phase and equal in amplitude, the resultant light is circularly polarized (Figure
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2.6 (b)). The most common polarization is “elliptical”, one that combines orthogonal
waves of arbitrary amplitude and phase (Figure 2.6 (c)).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.6 Orthogonal waves combined to demonstrate polarization:
(a) linear, (b) circular and (c) elliptical.
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Maxwell’s equations must remain satisfied when light interacts with a material, which
leads to boundary conditions at the interface. Incident light will reflect and refract at the
interface, as shown in Figure 2.7. The angle between the incident ray and sample
normal (fi) will be equal to the reflected angle, (fr). Light entering the material is
refracted at an angle (ft) given by:

n0 sin(i )  ni sin(t )

(2.6)

The same occurs at each interface where a portion of light reflects and the remainder
transmits at the refracted angle. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The boundary
conditions provide different solutions for electric fields parallel and perpendicular to the
sample surface. Therefore, light can be separated into orthogonal components with
relation to the plane of incidence. Electric fields parallel and perpendicular to the plane
of incidence are considered p- and s- polarized, respectively. These two components are
independent and can be calculated separately. Fresnel described the amount of light
reflected and transmitted at an interface between materials:

E 
n cos(i )  nt cos(t )
rs   or   i
 E0i  s ni cos(i )  nt cos(t )

(2.7)

E 
n cos(i )  ni cos(t )
rp   or   t
 E0i  p ni cos(t )  nt cos(i )

(2.8)

E 
2ni cos(i )
ts   ot  
 E0i s ni cos(i )  nt cos(t )

(2.9)

E 
2ni cos(i )
t p   ot  
 E0i  p ni cos(t )  nt cos(i )

(2.10)

Thin film and multilayer structures involve multiple interfaces, with Fresnel reflection
and transmission coefficients applicable at each. It is important to track the relative
phase of each light component to determine correctly the overall reflected or transmitted
beam. For this purpose, we define the film phase thickness as:
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t 

  2  1 n1 cos(1 )
 

(2.11)

The superposition of multiple light waves introduces interference that depends on the
relative phase of each light wave. Figure 2.7 illustrates the combination of light waves
in the reflected beam and their corresponding Fresnel calculations.
Ellipsometry is primarily interested in how p- and s- components change upon
reflection or transmission in relation to each other. In this manner, the reference beam is
part of the experiment. A known polarization is reflected or transmitted from the sample
and the output polarization is measured. The change in polarization is the ellipsometry
measurement, commonly written as,

  tan( )ei

(2.12)

A sample ellipsometry measurement is shown in Figure 2.9. The incident light is linear
with both p- and s- components. The reflected light has undergone amplitude and phase
changes for both p- and s- polarized light, and ellipsometry measures their changes.
The film thickness is determined by interference between light reflecting from the
surface and light traveling through the film. Depending on the relative phase of the
rejoining light to the surface reflection, interference can be defined as constructive or
destructive. The interference involves both amplitude and phase information. The phase
information from Δ is very sensitive to films down to sub-monolayer thickness.
Ellipsometry is typically used for films whose thickness ranges from sub-nanometers to
a few microns. As films become thicker than several tens of microns, interference
oscillations become increasingly difficult to resolve, except with longer infrared
wavelengths. Other characterization techniques are preferred in this case. Thickness
measurements also require that a portion of the light travel through the entire film and
return to the surface. If the material absorbs light, thickness measurements by optical
instruments will be limited to thin, semi-opaque layers. This limitation can be
circumvented by targeting measurements to a spectral region with lower absorption. For
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example, an organic film may strongly absorb UV and IR light, but remain transparent
at mid-visible wavelengths. For metals, which strongly absorb at all wavelengths, the
maximum layer for thickness determination is typically about 100 nm.

Fig. 2.7 Light reflects and refracts according to Snell’s law
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Fig. 2.8 Light reflects and refracts at each interface, which leads to multiple beams in a
thin film. Interference between beams depends on relative phase and amplitude of the
electric fields. Fresnel refection and transmission coefficients can be used to calculate
the response from each contributing beam.

1. Known input
polarization

3. Measure output
polarization

p-plane
p-plane

s-plane

E

s-plane

2. Reflect off sample

Fig. 2.9 Typical ellipsometry configuration, where linearly polarized light is reflected
from the sample surface and the polarization change is measured to determine the
sample response.
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2.6 Molecular Orbital Calculations
Molecular orbital calculations[19,20] have developed and can simulate molecular
properties easily. Thus, the phenomena in plasma can be understood by calculations.
Molecular orbital calculations are categorized calculation based on Hartree Fock (HF)
method and density function theory (DFT) based on potential functional. DFT uses the
potential functional expressed an electron density instead of the wave function.
Therefore calculation time of electron conditions in multielectron system is short. Kohn
and Shan[21] propounded the method calculating lower energy and its molecular orbital
under variation principle for the interaction potential of electron which is functional of
electron density. Then chemical properties and solid properties could be calculated
quantitatively. B3LYP, which was proposed Becke[22], is functional method using
exchange integral of HF method, relative functional of Lee Yang and Parr[23], exchange
functional and other 3 parameters determined to fit molecular and atomic G2 value[24].
Using B3LYP, a molecular structure can be calculated only in a few minutes. It is seen
that B3LYP calculates accurately the energy of negative ion state and ionization energy.
The universal programs for these calculations are GAMESS[25], Gaussian[26],
MOLPRO[27], and so on. In this study, Gaussian 03W was used.
Wave function is used in basic as linear coupling of atomic orbital of Slater form.
However, the integral term of 2 electrons is calculated in a long time by difference of
wave function form for main quantum number. If atomic orbital of Slater form is
described Gauss function, this atomic orbital can be calculated analytically. Thus, the
integral term of 2 electrons is calculated in a shorter time. Atomic orbital of Slater form
cannot be described a Gauss function. So atomic orbital of Slater form is described a
number of Gauss functions. STO-3G shows that atomic orbital of Slater form is
described three Gauss functions. In this study, B3LYP/6-31G(d) method was used for
calculation of molecular structures. This basis function shows that atomic 1s orbitals are
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described 6 primitive Gauss functions for atom from Li to Ne (at second line of periodic
table), and orbitals of valance electron are described 4 (3+1) primitive Gauss functions.
(d) shows addition of d orbital for atom not involving H to express the polarization of
atomic orbitals when atoms connect. Figure 2.10 shows the comparison of atomic 1s
orbital of Slater form, STO-3G and STO-1G.

Fig. 2.10 Atomic 1s orbital of Slater form, STO-3G and STO-1G
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Mechanism of dissociation of C3F6O and
C5F10O induced by electron

3.1 Introduction

The fluorocarbon (FC) gases are extensively used as feedstock in semiconductor
manufacturing. For use in plasma etching processes of these gases, much attention has
recently been paid to selective CF3+ ion formation,[1,2]

because CF3+ ion shows a

higher etch yield for SiO2 at lower ion impact energies compared with CF2+, CF+ and F+
ions.[3,4] This property is utilized to provide rapid and selective etching of SiO2 over Si.
CF4 feedstock gas has been conventionally used for this purpose, but the counter
fragment of F atom produced by the dissociative ionization of CF4 are believed to etch
Si spontaneously,[5] prompting the investigation of alternative gases for the selective
formation of CF3+ ions. At present, several gases - C3F6,[6] C4F6,[6] C6F6,[8] c-C4F8,[9,10]
c-C5F8, c-C5HF7,[11] etc. - appear suited for plasma etching; our goal is to apply our
knowledge of dissociation processes to design feedstock gas molecules and to control
the densities of chemically reactive species such as CF3+ ions.
To date, there have been few reports on the use of oxygen-containing fluorocarbons.
Polarization of the electronic charge density of chemical bonds, such as those to the
oxygen atom, often leads to dissociation of the chemical bonds. For example, The
oxygen-containing FCs such as c-C4F8O (octafluoro-tetra-hydrofuran)[12] and C3HF7O
(tetrafluoro-ethyl-trifluoro-methyl-ether)[13] using for etching processes have been
reported. In particular, ether-bridging oxygen bonds should dissociate easily under
dissociative ionization conditions. Both C3H6O[16-24] and C3F6O comprise several
isomers that are characterized as ketones, aldehydes, cyclic and acrylic alcohols, and
cyclic and acrylic ethers. The results of etching using the isomer hexafluoroacetone
(F3C-C(=O)-CF3, CAS. 684-16-2) have been reported by Kim et al.,[25] and the results
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using perfluoro-propylene oxide (CF2O-CFCF3, CAS: 428-59-1) have been reported by
Fracassi et al.[26,27] Mass spectra for these gases have been published in the NIST
chemistry WebBook.[28] Morikawa et al. reported briefly mass spectra for
perfluoro-methyl-vinyl-ether (PMVE, CF3-O-CF=CF2, C3F6O; CAS: 1187-93-5)
forming selectively CF3+ ion.[1] Nagai et al. and Miyawaki et al reported similar
structure molecule, perfluoro-propyl-vinyl-ether (PPVE. CF3-CF2-CF2-O-CF=CF2,
C5F10O) also forming selectively CF3+ ion[13,14]. But to our knowledge, the electron
impact reactions of PMVE and PPVE have not been studied, and the ion energies for
PMVE and PPVE are unknown. Moreover, PMVE and PPVE is as monomers in the
formation of fluoropolymers or fluoroelastomers.[29] The fluorinated compounds such as
TeflonR and CytopR are commercially produced numerous in mass by their excellence in
resisting chemical attack and their very good thermal stability.[30]
Here we investigated the electron impact reactions of PMVE and PPVE, including
dissociative ionization and electron attachment. Cationic (positive) and anionic
(negative) ions of PMVE and PPVE were experimentally detected using quadrupole
mass spectrometry, and the experimentally-obtained dissociation products were
confirmed by quantum chemical calculations. We propose that PMVE and PPVE
fragments at the ether bonds.
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3.2 Dissociative ionization and dissociative electron attachment
reaction of C3F6O
3.2.1 Experimental detail

A quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS; Hiden Analytical, EQP) was installed in the
chamber wall of the commercial plasma etching reactor, as schematically shown in
Figure 3.1. The reactor can process 200 mm diameter wafers. Highly purified PMVE
(purity of 99%; Asahi Glass Co.) at a flow rate of 80 sccm was introduced into the
chamber through the shower head of upper electrode and maintained at a pressure of 1.5
Pa. The aperture to the QMS had a diameter of 100 μm. The pressure in the QMS was
3.2×10-5 Pa during measurements and 5.3×10-6 Pa for fully pumping-down background;
under these conditions, residual gas did not affect signal measurements.
The relative abundance of positive and negative ions formed by both dissociative
ionization and electron attachment to PMVE gas molecules was measured by electron
impact using an energy range of 0.4 to 80 eV. The typical emission currents were
measured with 200 μA for positive ion spectra or ionization efficiency curves and 20 μA
for negative ion spectra. Mass dependent ion transmission was calibrated by data
determined using a mixture of rare gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe) with known partial
pressures, and referred the literature cross-sections.[31]
The cross sections for the electron impact dissociations were estimated as a function of
electron energy by reference to the cross section for CF4 → CF3+ + F (14.2~15.5 eV).[2]
The ionization potential for Ar + e− → Ar+ + 2 e− (15.8 eV) [31] and Kr + e− → Kr+ + 2 e−
(14.0 eV)[31] was used to calibrate the ionizing energy scale for the appearance potential.
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic of dual-frequency CCP reactor.
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3.2.2 Cracking pattern of C3F6O induced by electron

Dissociative ionization of PMVE caused by impact with 70 eV electrons provided the
positive-ion mass spectra shown in Figure 3.2. The observed peaks and relative
abundances are tabulated in Table 3.2. Lowering the electron energy to 20 eV simplified
the fragmentation pattern to two peaks: 69 m/z for CF3+, 78 m/z for C2F2O+ and 166 m/z
for C3F6O+. Plasma processing typically uses electron energies of several eV;
consequently, using lower electron energies, close to the ionization threshold, generates
the largest number of target ions. We thus focused on electron impact processes to
generate CF3+, and C2F2O+.
Figure 3.3 shows the ionization efficiency curves for the PMVE dissociative ionization
products CF3+, C2F2O+ and C3F6O+. The ionization threshold for the formation of CF3+
ion was approximately 11.8 eV, in agreement with the computational results (Section
3.2.2). The signal intensity for CF3+ ions gradually increased with increasing electron
energy, then saturated, in common with the dissociative ionization of other fluorocarbon
molecules.[2] The signal intensity for C2F2O+ also increased with increasing electron
energy, but increased abruptly in the lower energy, then saturated at higher eV. The
decrease in ionization efficiency with increasing electron energy above 11.8 eV might
be due to decomposition of PMVE and the liberation of F atoms. Consequently, the
ionization efficiency might be maximal around the threshold energy, whereas much
higher energies cause molecular decomposition. The pathways by which F atoms are
liberated require further investigation. Regardless, the positive-ion mass spectra
revealed a lower C2F2O+/CF3+ ratio than that obtained at higher electron energy,
showing that relatively few C2F2O+ ions are generated by highly energetic electron
impacts.
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Positive ion mass spectra for PMVE obtained by electron impact
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Fig. 3.2 (b) Positive ion mass spectra for PMVE obtained by electron impact
at 20 eV.
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Fig. 3.3 (a) Ionization efficiency curves for the fragments CF3+, C2F2O+ and C3F6O+
ions formed by electron impact ionization of the PMVE
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Table 3.1. Relative abundance of identified positive ions for the dissociative ionization
of PMVE measured at an electron energy of 70 eV.
m/z

Positive ions

Relative intensity

31
47
50
69

CF
COF
CF2
CF3

0.002
0.065
0.056
1.000

78
81
116
119
147

C2F2O
C2F3
C2F4O
C2F5
C3F5O

0.087
0.101
0.027
0.024
0.006

166

C3F6O

0.012
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Figure 3.4 shows the negative-ion mass spectrum produced by dissociative electron
attachment to PMVE. The most abundant negative ion was observed at 85 m/z,
corresponding to CF3O−, and a small peak at 19 m/z corresponding to F− was also
observed. Negative ions are mostly formed by resonance attachment processes. We
believe that the detected F− is not generated by process of the resonance electron
attachment of PMVE, because no obvious dissociative electron attachment with
generation of F−. Thus a secondary process maybe likely dissociated residual gases as a
source of F−.

5

Signal intensity [10 c/s]

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
0 20 40 60 80 100120140160180200

Mass [m/z]

Fig. 3.4 Negative ion mass spectra for PMVE obtained by electron impact at 2.5 eV.
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3.2.3 Potential curves of positive ion state and negative ion state
of C3F6O

The dissociation channels of PMVE was studied based on density functional theory
calculations using Gaussian 03W package.[18] The grounded state, negative ion state,
and ionized state potentials were calculated by using B3LYP/6-31+G(d). The most
stable ground state structure of PMVE was obtained by geometrical optimizations as
shown in Figure 3.5. (Structural parameters are listed in Table 3.2.) Leibold et al.
reported the optimizing geometric structure for the ground state PMVE, calculated with
HF/3-21G and MP2/6-31G.[19]
Potential curves were obtained by optimizing the total energy (non-adiabatic energy)
and the molecular structures at each bond length along the reaction coordinate (adiabatic
energy) at each 0.1 Å using rigid scan and z-matrix scan mode (non-adiabatic energy).
Figure 3.6 shows the calculated potential curves for the CF3-OC2F3 (O3-C4)
coordinate for negative and positive ions and Figure 3.7 shows the corresponding curves
for CF3O-C2F3 (C2-O3). Black lines represent the potential curve for the ground state,
while the two blue lines show the potential curves for the positive ion states. The dotted
blue line represents the adiabatic potential curve calculated by assuming a rigid
structure identical to the ground state structure. Electron impact instantaneously excites
PMVE, vertically transitioning it from the ground state to the positive ion state,
followed by a brief relaxation of the molecular structure. Another solid blue line shows
non-adiabatic potential curves calculated for the relaxed structure of the positive ion
state following the transition initiated by electron impact.
The total energy difference between the ground and positive ion states of PMVE is
estimated to be 10.1 eV, determined from the energy minima of the adiabatic positive
ion state and the ground state on the potential curves. The non-adiabatic potential curve
always exhibits lower energies, and longer C-O bonds. This calculation therefore
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supports the dissociative ionization of PMVE into CF3+ + C2F3O. In contrast, for C2-O3,
the CF3O+ + C2F3 reaction is not dissociative because the calculated potential curve
does not show a minimum as the C-O bond is lengthened, as demonstrated in Figure 3.7.
Therefore, the dissociative ionization of PMVE mainly generates CF3+ at an ionization
threshold energy of 11.2 eV, in good agreement with the experimental value of 11.8 eV
obtained from Figure 3.3.
Abundant C2F2O+ ions were experimentally observed and were likely generated by
dissociative ionization of PMVE and the formation of CF4. Figure 3.8 shows the
geometry of the positive ion state, in which the central C atom (C4) of CF3 and the F
atom (F7) of the closest ether bond are positioned proximally. Molecular vibrations may
assist the formation of the bonds between C4 of CF3 and F7. In addition, the geometry
of C2F2O+ is planar, and aligned along the C−C=O bonds. Based on these considerations,
the potentials for each position along the C2−F7 bond with the 0.1 Å interval step were
calculated; the results are shown in Figure 3.8. Increasing the C2−F7 bond length
eventually results in the generation of CF4, leading to a decrease in total energy and
supporting the possibility that dissociation occurs via the C2F2O+ + CF4 pathway. CF4
formation was further indicated by the results obtained by moving C4 towards the F7
atom. Taken together, the summed total energy of CF4 and C2F2O+ is more stable than
the energies obtained for CF3+ and C2F3O.
Alternatively, the C2F2O+ ions could be generated by the C2F3O → C2F2O+ + F
pathway; Another possibility of direct ionization of C2F2O•; however, this reaction
probably requires multiple electron impacts, which is not realistic, particularly under
low pressure conditions. If occurrence of such secondary process of residual
components, then the low threshold for ionizing of C2F2O• would appear around a
calculated appearance potential of relatively low 9.9 eV.
In electron impact ionization processes, energies in excess of the threshold shift CF3+ +
C2F3O towards CF4 + C2F2O+. Thus, dissociation via C2F2O+ + CF4 is common,
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especially at energies close to the threshold. From the change in potential it can be
estimated that C2F2O+ ions are generated at energies above 11.8 eV, which is consistent
with the experimentally-determined saturation energy. The experiments showed that the
abundance of C2F2O+ ions decreases at higher electron impact energies, suggesting that
the formation of CF4 by rearrangement is favorable only at low electron impact energies.
High energy electron impacts tend to cause decomposition of the molecule, and not
dissociation into fragments such as CF3+ and C2F2O+. Consequently, the experimental
observation of C2F2O+ ions supports the CF4 formation scheme.
Finally, Figure 3.7 shows the calculated potential curves for negative ion formation
along the C atom (C2) to O atom (O3) bond. The calculated potentials for the C2F3O− +
CF3 (Figure 3.6) and CF3O− + C2F3 (Figure 3.7) reactions both show dissociative curves,
but the C3F6O → CF3 + C2F3O− reaction shown in Figure 3.6 has a potential energy
barrier, whereas there is almost not barrier for the latter reaction. After vertical
electronic transitions, the repulsive potential curve promotes instantaneously either with
conserved kinetic energy or with lost in a three-body process. For the reason of the
collisions posed under low pressure, we interpret that the former repulsive formation of
CF3O− is more reasonable to explain the experimental result. Thus, the formation of
C2F3O− via dissociative electron attachment is energetically favorable. The total energy
difference between the ground and negative ion states of PMVE is estimated to be 3.0
eV. Moreover, in calculation using 6-311G(3df), the value is estimated to be 2.7 eV.
Easy dissociation of fluorocarbon molecules by electron attachment should produce a
high abundance of F atoms due to dissociative electron attachment. However, PMVE
dissociated at the C-O bond by electron attachment, a process that requires an electron
energy lower than that for dissociation and ionization. Therefore, in contrast to other
categories of fluorocarbon molecules, PMVE easily dissociated at the ether bond due to
polarization of the charge on the bridging oxygen atom. Ionization and excitation cause
structural changes centered at the ether bond, because strain is brought by strong
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electronic charge polarization in order to form an energetically stable structure.
The positive and negative ions observed by mass spectrometry are in agreement with
the calculated potential curves for both electron attachment and ionization. Abundant
positive and negative ions were generated via the three pathways shown in Figure 3.9 at
the thresholds listed in Table 3.3. All ionization processes were centered on the ether
bond.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.5 Molecular structure of PMVE in the (a) ground state, (b) negative ion state, and
(c) positive ion state. (C for 1,2,4; O for 3; and F for 5,6,7,8,9,10)
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Table 3.2 Geometrical parameters for the ground state, negative ion state and ionized
state of PMVE

A

B

C

D

A-B Distance

A-B-C Angle (°)

(Å)

A-B-C-D Dihedral
angle (°)

(a) ground state
C2
O3
C4
F5
F6

C1
C2
O3
C1
C1

C1
C2
C2
C2

F7
F8
F9
F10

C2
C4
C4
C4

C1
O3
O3
O3

C1
O3
O3

1.329349
1.361514
1.382299
1.322347
1.322293

123.237572
117.707717
123.746494
123.389351

101.468755
-5.135022
174.433545

O3
C2
C2
C2

1.339675
1.329692
1.342240
1.343912

121.049117
106.899174
111.986066
111.565858

-173.864780
-179.808246
60.512551
-60.362901

109.793788
114.637039
123.234459
114.109588
117.589834
108.354433
114.851838

127.571782
30.136631
162.163544
-120.900052
176.829452
58.227925

114.631729

-64.750304

(b) negative ion state
C2
O3
C4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9

C1
C2
O3
C1
C1
C2
C4
C4

C1
C2
C2
C2
C1
O3
O3

C1
O3
O3
O3
C2
C2

1.408786
1.457389
1.322929
1.411705
1.376969
1.435393
1.360848
1.358731

F10

C4

O3

C2

1.358578
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A

B

C

D

A-B Distance

A-B-C Angle (°)

(Å)

A-B-C-D Dihedral
angle (°)

(c) ionized state
C2
O3
C4
F5

C1
C2
O3
C1

C1
O3

1.417268
1.284873
1.509483
1.279512

C1
C2
C2

119.694518
122.703809
121.396867

179.960734
-0.007672

F6
F7
F8
F9

C1
C2
C4
C4

C2
C1
O3
O3

O3
O3
C2
C2

1.280067
1.294462
1.298116
1.311258

120.938305
117.909076
103.575424
107.411062

179.995111
-179.996091
-179.964766
60.428444

F10

C4

O3

C2

1.311283

107.409493

-60.360922
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Fig. 3.6 Potential curves for the CF3-OC2F3
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Fig. 3.7 Potential curves for the CF3O-C2F3
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Fig. 3.8 Potential curves for the CF4 + C2F2O+
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Fig. 3.9 Summary of electron impact ionization process for PMVE.

Table 3.3 Threshold for dissociative ionization reactions.

Reaction
CF3+ + C2F3O
C2F2O+ + CF4
C2F2O· + e- →C2F2O+
C3F6O+
CF3O− + C2F3

Energy threshold (eV)
Experiments
Calculation
11.8
11.2
11.1
11.8
9.9
Saturate point:
10 11.6 eV
10.1
<2.5
3.0
Peak point:.5 eV
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3.3 Dissociative ionization and dissociative electron attachment
reaction of C5F10O
3.3.1 Experimental detail

A quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS; Hiden Analytical, EQP) was installed in the
chamber wall of the commercial plasma etching reactor (Figure 3.2). Highly purified
PPVE at a flow rate of 70 sccm was introduced into the chamber and maintained at a
pressure of 1.0 Pa. The aperture to the QMS had a diameter of 100 μm. The pressure in
the QMS was 3.2×10-5 Pa during measurements and 5.3×10-6 Pa for fully pumped-down
background; under these conditions, residual gas did not affect signal measurements.
Relative abundance of positive and negative ions formed by both dissociative
ionization and electron attachment to PPVE gas molecules was measured by electron
impact using an energy range of 0.4 to 80 eV. The typical emission currents were
measured with 200 μA for positive ion spectra or ionization efficiency curves and 20 μA
for negative ion spectra. Mass dependent ion transmission was calibrated by data
determined using a mixture of rare gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe) with known partial
pressures, and referred to literature cross-sections.[31] The extraction efficiency of the
ions from the ionizer was considered to be equal, and a product of efficiency for
transmission of both energy filter and mass filter and for detection at the electron
multiplier. The efficiency (m/z)−0.84 depended on the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of the
species. The dependence agreed well with a previous report.28 The ionization potentials
for Ar + e− + Ar+ + 2 e− (15.8 eV) and Kr + e− and Kr+ + 2e− (14.0 eV) were used to
calibrate the ionizing energy scale for the appearance potential.
The PPVE dissociation pathways were studied by density functional theory using the
Gaussian 03W package.[18] The ground state and positive ion state potentials were
calculated using B3LYP/6-31G(d) without diffuse function.
Potential curves were obtained by optimizing the total energy (non-adiabatic energy)
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and the molecular structures for each bond length along the reaction coordinate
(adiabatic energy) at 0.1 Å intervals using rigid scan and relax scan modes
(non-adiabatic energy).
Figure 3.10 shows the most stable structure of PPVE obtained by geometrical
optimization: (a) the ground state, (b) the negative ion, and (c) the positive ion. Table
3.4 shows the geometrical parameters.

(a)

(c)

(b)

－

+

Fig. 3.10 Molecular structure of PPVE in the (a) ground state, (b) negative ion state,
and (c) positive ion state (C for 1,2,3,5,6; O for 4; and F for 7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16).
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Table 3.4 Geometrical parameters for the ground state, negative ion state and positive
ion state of PPVE, as shown in Scheme 1.

A

B

C

D

A-B Distance

A-B-C Angle (°)

(Å)

A-B-C-D Dihedral
angle (°)

(a) ground state
C2
C3
O4
C5
C6

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

C1
O2
O3

1.549197
1.551975
1.392612
1.361824
1.328233

C1
C2
C3
C4

115.467238
112.803030
118.942067
122.874465

-171.117962
-76.798775
-90.443703

F7
F8
F9
F10
F11

C1
C1
C1
C2
C2

C2
C2
C2
C1
C1

C3
C3
C3
C3
C3

1.337951
1.339758
1.338155
1.355557
1.350362

110.518202
110.386986
109.014343
107.708691
107.865119

64.801811
-55.940110
-175.543531
120.687924
-121.387979

F12
F13
F14
F15
F16

C3
C3
C5
C6
C6

C2
C2
O4
C5
C5

C1
C1
C3
O4
O4

1.339298
1.348858
1.335652
1.320130
1.319891

109.342780
108.772068
115.462036
123.335553
123.382325

-53.744860
65.473435
94.226814
-175.742025
4.170318
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A-B Distance
A

B

C

D

(Å)

A-B-C-D Dihedral
A-B-C Angle (°)

angle (°)

(b) negative ion state
C2
C3
O4

C1
C2
C3

C1

1.547268
1.508632
2.461147

C1
C2

117.907392
119.007150

170.692041

C5
C6
F7
F8
F9

C4
C5
C1
C1
C1

C3
C4
C2
C2
C2

O2
O3
C3
C3
C3

1.246463
1.360206
1.346220
1.344788
1.353464

107.676821
130.016834
111.001875
110.957287
111.705977

-104.435443
-83.093291
60.782750
-59.316523
-179.330421

F10
F11
F12
F13
F14

C2
C2
C3
C3
C5

C1
C1
C2
C2
O4

C3
C3
C1
C1
C3

1.362913
1.367757
1.365129
1.358445
1.405205

105.592173
105.357405
109.809000
110.046976
118.745083

122.579280
-122.048738
-58.774933
60.450665
93.991617

F15
F16

C6
C6

C5
C5

O4
O4

1.355162
1.350490

125.297002
123.224036

-175.878476
-5.447946

113.409656
107.833427
129.943276
131.205250

168.701130
-73.142326
-12.043025

108.597504
108.885688
108.883722
108.965390
110.445612
112.377595
113.288813
114.366375
119.111775
124.147207

50.271874
-69.226496
170.557405
118.874649
-120.945314
-78.321851
49.017797
170.488343
-179.099578
1.880103

(c) positive ion state
C2
C3
O4
C5
C6

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

C1
C2
C3
C4

C1
O2
O3

1.558000
1.559351
1.494184
1.282846
1.420087

F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16

C1
C1
C1
C2
C2
C3
C3
C5
C6
C6

C2
C2
C2
C1
C1
C2
C2
O4
C5
C5

C3
C3
C3
C3
C3
C1
C1
C3
O4
O4

1.335447
1.335563
1.324488
1.363682
1.335228
1.305137
1.323403
1.293139
1.281166
1.279846
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3.3.2 Cracking pattern of C5F10O induced by electron

Figure 3.10 shows a typical positive ion mass spectrum of the etching plasmas with
feedstock mixed with PPVE. As complicated as electron collision processes are in
plasmas, and despite the fact that fundamental processes are not understood
comprehensively, large abundant ions were confirmed to be CF3+ ions. To understand
why CF3+ ion was selectively formed, we studied electron-induced dissociations of
PPVE both experimentally and computationally.
Figure 3.10 shows positive ion mass spectra showing the dissociative ionization of
pure PPVE caused by impact with 20 eV and 70 eV electrons. Relative abundances are
tabulated in Table 3.4. As shown in Figure 3.10 (a), the observed peaks at 20 eV were
69 m/z for CF3+, 78 m/z for C2F2O+, 119 m/z for C2F5+, 169 m/z for C3F7+ and 266 m/z
for C5F10O+. At the electron energy of 70 eV, the fragmentation pattern simplified for
some peaks: 69 m/z for CF3+ as shown in Figure 3.10(b). The largest abundant ion of
CF3+ is in good agreement with the previous report.[7]
Figure 3.11 shows the ionization efficiency curves for the PPVE dissociative
ionization products of CF3+, C2F2O+, C2F5+, C3F7+ and C5F10O+. Ionization efficiency
curves for the target ions are quite different. The ionization thresholds for the formation
of CF3+, C2F2O+, C2F5+, C3F7+ and C5F10O+ ions were approximately 14.5, 11.4, 16.5,
11.8 and 10.3 eV, respectively. With the exception of C2F5+, ions with larger masses
appeared at lower energies. Notably, fragments by dissociation at the C=C bond, such as
CF2+, were not observed.
Interestingly, the C2F2O+ ion was expected to dissociate with rearrangement, since a
possible counter fragment of C3F8 was not dissociated by direct cleavage of PPVE. As
the electron energy increased, the signal intensities for C2F2O+ and C5F10O+ apparently
saturated. This means that low excess energy for ionization is enough for rearrangement
but then the fragmentation rate rapidly approaches the limit. Rearrangement
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fragmentation with expulsion of C2F2O+ ion and formation of a C3F8 molecule can be
interpreted to be energetically favored.
Considered together with the fragmentation process, when energetic electrons collide
with PPVE, the quantum states move electronically with vertical transition in
accordance with the Franck-Condon principle, while bond lengths remain unaltered
during ionization. This is accompanied by higher vibrational excitation. Below the
energy barrier for dissociation, adiabatic ionization and the ions of C5F10O+ will
dissociate leading to the creation of fragmented ions. Generally, molecules containing
more atoms and π-bonds are easier to ionize by means of stabilization of charges,
causing removal of electrons, by delocalization and hyperconjugation. [30] Thus, the
fragment ions of CF3+, C2F5+ and C3F7+ were dissociated at the counter C−C or C−O
bond of the C=C bond. In fact, the signal intensities for CF3+, C2F5+ and C3F7+ ions were
gradually increased. This reflects that more energy can be absorbed faster than bond
rupture.[31] In particular, the signal intensity for CF3+ ion was almost three times larger
than those for C2F5+, and C3F7+ ions.
Although the electron energies of several eV was typically used in plasma etching, as
seen in the mass spectrum at lower electron energies, close to the ionization threshold,
the low energy electron generates CF3+ and the largest number of ions such as C2F2O+,
C2F5+ and C3F7+.
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Fig. 3.10 (a) Positive ion mass spectra showing the dissociative ionization of pure PPVE
obtained by electron impact at 20 eV.
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Fig. 3.10 (b) Positive ion mass spectra showing the dissociative ionization of pure
PPVE obtained by electron impact at 70 eV.
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Fig. 3.11. Ionization efficiency curves for the PPVE dissociative ionization

Table 3.4. Threshold for dissociative ionization reactions.

Reaction
CF3+ + C4F7O
C2F2O+ + C3F8
C2F2O• + e- →C2F2O+
C2F5+ + C3F5O
C3F7+ + C2F3O
C5F10O+
C3F7O- + C2F3
C3F7 + C2F3O-

Energy threshold (eV)
Experiments
Calculation
14.5
12.8
11.4
12.3
9.9
Saturate point: 11.6 eV
16.5
12.8
11.8
10.3
2.0
2.1
Peak poin1t:.5 eV
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Figure 3.12 shows the negative ion mass spectrum produced by dissociative electron
attachment to PPVE. Negative ions were observed at 19 m/z for F−, 97 m/z for C2F3O−
and 185 m/z for C3F7O−. Negative ions are mostly formed by resonance attachment
processes. The C-O bonds also contribute to dissociative electron attachment reactions.
Figure 3.13 shows the ionization efficiency curves for the PPVE dissociative electron
attachment products C2F3O− and C3F7O−. The curves of C2F3O− and C3F7O− had peaks
at 2.0 and 2.1 eV, respectively. The pathways by which F atoms are liberated require
further investigation.
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Fig 3.12. Negative ion mass spectrum produced by
dissociative electron attachment to PPVE
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Fig 3.13. Ionization efficiency curves for the PPVE dissociative electron attachment
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3.3.3 Potential curves of positive ion state and negative ion state
of C5F10O

Figure 3.14 shows an energy diagram for C5F10O. The lowest dissociative ionization
processes are predicted for C2F3O+ + C3F7 with an energy of 9.9 eV. As mentioned
before, the rearrangement of C2F2O+ + C3F8 will occur to create a lower energy barrier
and more stable C3F8 formation. Comparatively, an ionization process of CF3+ +
C2F4OC(F)=CF2 requires more energy at 12.8 eV. The possible pathways for
fragmentation are as follows:
CF3+ + C2F4OC(F)=CF2

(direct bond rupture)

C2F5+ + CF2OC(F)=CF2

(relatively low rate and high
appearance energy)

C3F7+ + OC(F)=CF2 or OC(F)=CF2−

(direct bond rupture or heterolytic
fragmentation)

F2C2=CO+ + C3F8

(rearrangement)

C3F7O− + •C(F)=CF2

(electron attachment)

F2C2=C(F)O− + C3F7

(electron attachment)

As listed in Table 3.5, calculated energy thresholds are in good agreement with the
experimental results.
Next, energy diagrams for targeted ions were computationally prepared. Figure 3.15
shows the calculated potential curves for these reactions. The dotted line represents the
adiabatic potential curve calculated by assuming a rigid structure identical to the ground
state structure. Electron impact instantaneously excites PPVE, vertically transitioning it
from the ground state to the positive ion state, followed by a brief relaxation of the
molecular structure. Another solid line shows non-adiabatic potential curves calculated
for the relaxed structure following the transition initiated by electron impact. The total
energy difference between the ground and positive ion states of PPVE is estimated to be
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9.9 eV, determined from the energy minima of the adiabatic positive ion state and the
ground state on the potential curves.
Figure 3.15(a-c) shows the calculated potential curves along the reaction coordinates
for the C−C bonds of the fluoroalkyl chain bound to the vinyl ether group: (a) F3C +
CF2CF2OC2F3, (b) F3CF2C + CF2OC2F3, and (c) F3CF2CF2C + OC2F3. Those of the
CF3+ + C2F4OC2F3, C2F5+ + CF2OC2F3 and C3F7O + C2F3+ reactions have no minimum,
e.g., no dissociative ionization occurs. The nonadiabatic potential curve for the C3F7+ +
OC2F3 reaction always exhibits lower energies. This calculated result therefore supports
the dissociative ionization of PMVE into C3F7+ + C2F3O. The appearance energy for
C3F7+ at an ionization threshold energy of 10.9 eV agreed well with the experimental
value of 11.8 eV obtained from Figure 3.11.
In the experimental results of C2F2O+, Figure 3.15(c) also shows the potential curves
for a case of rearrangement fragmentation. In this process, once the CO bond is
stretched, the F atom will favorably rearrange to form the more stable product of C3F8.
Similar rearrangement fragmentation has been proposed in the case of PMVE, as an
isomer of C3F7O. Therefore, the C2F2O+ rather than the C3F7+ fragmentation occurs
favorably.
Figure 3.16 shows the calculated potential curves for negative ion formation. The
calculated potentials for the C2F3O− + C3F7 and C3F7O− + C2F3 reactions show
dissociative curves. The formation of C3F7O− was measured at low energies compared
with that of C2F3O−. The total energy difference between the ground and negative ion
states of PPVE was estimated to be 2.6 eV. This energy difference was in good
agreement with the experimental appearance energy of 2.0 eV for C3F7O− and 2.1 eV
for C2F3O−. The negative ions of C3F7O− were favorably formed via electron
attachment.
Abundant positive and negative ions were generated via the three pathways shown in
Figure 3.16 at the thresholds listed in Table 3.5.
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The significantly large ionization efficiency of CF3+ was experimentally observed as
the leading cause of large cross-sections for dissociative ionization of CF3+ ions. As
shown in Figure 3.11, the ionization efficiency curves for CF3+ from PPVE was large,
on the order of 10−20 cm-2. Figure 3. 17 shows comparison of the ionization efficiency
for CF3+ between (a) PPVE and Figure 3.3 (a) shows an isomer of C3F6O (PMVE), over
a larger electron energy range of 80 eV. For the perfluorovinyl ethers, such as PPVE and
PMVE, the cross-sections of the other ions were only on the order of 10−21 cm-2. Thus,
the process for CF3+ is more than an order of magnitude higher than other ionization
fragmentations. Regardless of the appearance energy, CF3+ ion dominated with only
20% of the other ions formed.
For other perfluoroalkanes such as CxF2x+2 (x = 2-8), the largest abundant ion is CF3+. At
an electron energy of 70 eV, almost 30 to 40% of C2F5+ ion is fragmented. During the
electron impact processes, the time for ion fragmentation is long compared with the
time for ionization or excitation. Thus, the energy distribution of the ions was
partitioned broadly into internal energies. By the energetic electron impact on the
perfluorovinyl ethers, excess energy is distributed among internal energies and survives
for the time required for relaxation from vibrational excited states to the ground state.
Therefore, rates for this process depend on the reaction degeneracy and the number of
internal energy states in the transition state. Fragmentation via direct bond rupture into
smaller product ions occurs more favorably than the rearrangement or cleavage into
molecules with large mass. Estimation of the density of states in the quantum chemical
calculations is a further area of research. As a consequence, we must emphasize that the
characteristic CF3+ formation of the perfluorovinyl ethers is characteristic of ether and
vinyl bonds in these molecules.
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Table 3.5 Threshold for dissociative ionization reactions
Energy threshold (eV)
Reaction
Experiments

Calculation

CF3+ + C4F7O
C2F2O+ + C3F8

14.5
11.4

C2F2O• + e- →C2F2O+
C2F5+ + C3F5O
C3F7+ + C2F3O

Saturate point: 11.6 eV
16.5
11.8

12.8
12.3
9.9
12.8
10.9

C5F10O+
C3F7O- + C2F3

10.3
2.0

9.9
2.7

C3F7 + C2F3O-

2.1
Peak poin1t:.5
eV

2.6
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Fig. 3.15 (a) Potential curves for the CF3-C2F4OC2F3
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3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, two perfluoro-vinyl-ether molecule (PMVE and PPVE) were measured
and calculated to clarify dissociation reaction of ether structure.
The dissociative ionization and electron attachment reactions of a C3F6O isomer,
perfluoro-methyl-vinyl-ether, were examined using quadrupole mass spectrometry. The
most abundant CF3+ ions were generated by dissociative ionization at a threshold energy
of around 10.2 eV, and the second most abundant positive ions were C2F2O+. These data
suggest rearrangement of the F atom to form CF4. Generation of the abundant negative
ions, C2F3O−, was confirmed by calculation of the potential energy curves for electron
attachment along the reaction coordinate on both sides of the ether C−O bond. Only
dissociative electron attachment was involved in C2F3O− ion generation.
The dissociative ionization and electron attachment reactions of a C 5F10O isomer,
perfluoropropylvinyl ether (PPVE), were examined using quadrupole mass spectrometry.
The major positive ion was CF3+. A minority of positive and negative ions, involving
C2F2O+, C2F3O− and C3F7O−, were observed. The appearance energies causing the
dissociative ionization were around 14.5 for CF3+ and 11.8 eV for C3F7+ ions. Each
reaction channel was confirmed by the potential energy curves provided in the quantum
chemical calculations. Combined with the previous research on the C3F6O isomer,
perfluoromethylvinyl ether (PMVE), the observed ion efficiencies for the CF3+ ion
were larger, on the order of 10-20 cm-2, compared with the order of only 10-21 cm-2 for
the other channels. This is attributed to the excess energy of energetic electron impacts
being distributed among internal energies of CF3+ with stabilization of the ionizing
charge by delocalization onto the vinyl ether bond. Overall, perfluorovinyl ethers
characteristically generated CF3+ as the largest abundant ion.
This information may be useful for controlling the generation of fluorocarbon ions and
in the design of molecules containing a vinyl-ether.
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Chapter 4

Mechanism of Dissociation and Etching
Process of Hydro-fluorocarbon in Rare Gas
diluted Plasma

4.1 Introduction

In ultra-large-scale integrated circuit (ULSI) fabrication, hydrofluorocarbon
molecules, CHxF4-x (x=1,2,3), are frequently used for etching of dielectric SiO2 and
Si3N4.[1- 4] The ability to control the dimensions of the etched features is necessary for
SiO2 etching for contact holes and for Si3N4 etching for gate spacers.[5-13] To achieve
this, a high selectivity to protect the underlying film is a key performance feature
during etching. In general, reducing spontaneous etching of the Si is accomplished by
reducing the quantity of F atoms in the gas phase, because F atoms react with Si to
form SiFx. To reduce the F density, a fluorocarbon gas containing hydrogen can be
used. A previous report indicated that highly selective etching of SiO2 and Si3N4 films
while protecting the underlying Si layer was accomplished using the novel
hydrofluorocarbon gas, C5HF7.[14,15]
For Si3N4 etching, H atoms enhance the removal of N atoms via formation of
volatiles such as NHx and HCN; therefore, the H atom acts as an etchant. For this
purpose, CH2F2 gas has been used to achieve highly selective etching of Si3N4 without
affecting the underlying material.[16-22]
Hydrofluorocarbons have H atoms in place of F atoms in fluorocarbon gases.
Dissociation reactions involving C−H and C−F bonds are of interest for controlling the
density of reactive species: F atoms, produced by dissociation of the C−F bond, are a
main etchant for Si, while H atoms, produced by dissociation of the C−H bond,
promote the deposition of polymers on a substrate surface and increase the selectivity
and processing accuracy. Furthermore the dissociation of C−F and C−H bonds also
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produces CHxFy radicals that will contribute to deposition. One could even emphasize
that the CHxFy radical produced via F abstraction will contribute more to deposition
than the CHxFy radicals produced by H abstraction, since there net F/C ratio is smaller.
Therefore a balance of species for etching and deposition is believed to be important
and to be closely related the dissociation processes in gas-phase. However, the
mechanism involved in highly selective etching has not yet been fully elucidated, and
the variety and densities of the ions and radicals generated in hydrofluorocarbon
plasmas have not been determined. Therefore, the present study focused on
dissociative reactions in plasma with the goal of controlling ion and radical densities
by investigating the dissociation channels of the parent molecules.
Several research groups have reported vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) absorption data for
CH2F2 molecules.[23-25] Electron collision-induced reactions of CH2F2 molecules have
also been reported.[26-31] However, the mechanism underlying the generation of the
chemical species is complicated because the etching plasmas have relatively low
electron temperatures of less than 5 eV.[32] Therefore, detailed investigations of
electron impact dissociative ionization at a threshold energy of approximately 10 eV
for dissociative ionization are needed.
The present study examined the ions and radicals produced in CH2F2 plasmas diluted
with Ar or Kr gas. For these plasmas, the dominant pathways for dissociative
ionization of CH2F2 in plasma are determined by the charge exchange collision
reactions due to resonantly occurring dissociation at energies similar to the ionization
of rare gases. Furthermore, selective dissociation of C-F or C-H bonds and the density
of CH2F+ and CHF2+ ions obtained by adding Ar or Kr gas to the plasma was shown to
control the dissociation process.
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4.2 Comparison of dissociation reaction and ion density
in CHxFy plasma

A quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS; Hiden Analytical, EQP) was installed in the
chamber wall of the commercial plasma etching reactor, as schematically shown in
Figure 4.1. The reactor can process 200 mm diameter wafers. In the conventional CCP
setup for dielectric material etching processes, VHF (60 MHz) power is applied to the
upper electrode made of silicon and sustained the plasma discharge. The temperature
of the upper electrode and side wall were maintained at 60°C by circulating a
temperature control coolant. RF (2 MHz) power was applied to the lower electrode to
control the energies for ion-bombardment onto the samples. A 200 mm wafer was
electrostatically chucked on the lower electrode which was cooled to a temperature of
20°C. Highly purified CHF3, CH2F2 and CH3F at a flow rate of 100 sccm was
introduced into the chamber through the shower head of upper electrode and
maintained at a pressure of 1.0 Pa. The aperture to the QMS had a diameter of 100 μm.
The pressure in the QMS was 5.2×10-5 Pa during measurements and 9.1×10-6 Pa for
fully pumping-down background; under these conditions, residual gas did not affect
signal measurements.
To investigate dissociation reaction at C-H and C-F bonds in CHxFy, The dissociative
ionization cross sections of CHxFy and ions density in CHxFy plasma were measured by
QMS and compared each other. Figure 4.1 shows measured cross sections of C-H
dissociation product ion and C-F dissociation product ion produced by electron
collision with CHxFy. In measurement of dissociative ionization cross sections, VHF
power and RF power were not applied. For all CHxFy, C-H bond was dissociated easier
than C-F, because energy threshold of C-H dissociation was lower. For only CHF3, C-F
dissociative ionization cross section was rapidly increased with electron energy and
became higher than C-H dissociative ionization cross section around 22 eV. Figure 4.2
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shows the relative CHxFy ion densities in CHxFy plasma diluted with pure Ar, under
discharge conditions of 1800 W VHF power to the upper electrode, at a total flow rate
of 330 sccm, including 30 sccm CHxFy gas, at 2 Pa.. In the case of CHF3, CF3+ ion and
CHF2+ ion density were similar reflecting the results of cross section. In the case of
CH3F, CH2F+ ion density was much higher than CH3+ ion density. This result reflects
the results of cross section similarly to CHF3 plasma. On the other hand, in CH2F2
plasma, a CHF2+ ion was major ion. However, this result did not correspond with the
result of cross section. Figure 4.3 shows the relative CHxFy ion densities in CH2F2/Kr
plasma to change the plasma parameter much. In only CH2F2 plasma, the major ion
was changed by changing Ar dilution to Kr dilution.
From these results, it is assumed the selective dissociation processes were occurred in
CH2F2/Ar and CH2F2/Kr plasma. To clarify the mechanism of C-H and C-F
dissociation and control dissociation bond, CH2F2 dissociation processes were
investigated in detail from next section.
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4.3 Dissociation reaction of C-H and C-F bonds in CH2F2
4.3.1 Experimental detail

A mixture of Ar or Kr gas (flow rate of 300 sccm) with CH2F2 gas (flow rate of 30
sccm) was introduced into a chamber through the upper electrode. In the trace rare
gases optical emission spectroscopy,[36-39] a small amount (less than 4%) of five rare
gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe) was added with a flow rate of 10 sccm (2 sccm in each)
in portion of the feed gas, e.g. the Ar or Kr gas with a flow rate of 290 sccm. The
pressure was maintained at 2 Pa. High-frequency (60 MHz, VHF) power of 1800 W
was applied to the upper electrode. In the experiments, medium frequency (2 MHz,
MF) power was not applied to the lower electrode as a substrate bias.
A quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS; Hiden Analytical, EQP) was installed in the
reactor at the chamber wall. A 100-μm diameter aperture was installed in the QMS
entrance; the positive ion collection mode was used for sampling. The QMS head was
electrically grounded, and collected ions from the bulk plasma through the ion sheath.
Before taking mass spectra, detected ion energy was optimized for maximizing the
signal intensities, since the maximum intensities depended on the plasma potential in
front of the aperture. For measurements for radicals, we took mass spectra with
electron energy of 12 eV, that is lower than appearance energy of ionization. The
mass-dependent transmission efficiency was experimentally determined for our
spectrometer. The calibrations were equated with (m/z)-0.84. Ion densities were
determined in either Ar- or Kr-diluted CH2F2 plasmas by integrating measured ion
densities with ion energies ranged between 0 and 50 eV over the whole ion energy.
Dissociative ionization of the CH2F2 gas was measured using pure CH2F2 at a flow
rate of 100 sccm introduced into the chamber at a pressure maintained at 1 Pa. Under
this condition, we confirmed the QMS chamber pressure being enough low of 7×10-5
Pa. Cross sections of the electron impact dissociations of the two channels, with
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respect to CH2F+ ion for C-F bond dissociation and CHF2+ ion for C-H bond
dissociation, were estimated as a function of electron energy by reference to the Ar
cross section.[33] Threshold energies were determined by linear extrapolation of the
slope to the intercept of the axis.
The absolute plasma density was measured using a plasma absorption probe
(PAP).[34,35] The probe was constructed from an antenna (length of 5 mm) using coaxial
cable and a glass tube (inner diameter of 4 mm). During plasma discharge, resonant
absorption spectra with frequencies on the order of GHz were recorded by a network
analyzer (Agilent E5071C). The plasma density was estimated from the square of the
resonance frequency.[35]
The trace rare gases optical emission spectroscopy (OES) was performed[36-39]; optical
emission was observed through a window on the chamber wall, collected by optical
fibers and a lens directed toward the center of the chamber, and measured using a
spectrometer (OptoSirius Corporation, HR4000). Emissions of 750.4 nm [Ar 3p5
(2P°1/2)4s→3p5(2P°1/2)4p], 768.5 nm [Kr 4p5(2P°1/2)5s→4p5(2P°1/2)5p], and
881.9 nm [Xe 5p5(2P°3/2)6s→5p5(2P°3/2)6p] were observed.[36-38] Comparing the
observed atomic line intensities estimated to change the electron temperature of plasma.
Small amount of the added inert gas mixture did not significantly perturb the plasma as
no change in the ionic mass spectra is observed.
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4.3.2 Mechanism of selective dissociation of C-H and C-F in CH2F2

Figure 4.3 shows positive-ion mass spectra for the CH2F2 plasma diluted with pure
Ar or pure Kr, under discharge conditions of 1800 W VHF power to the upper
electrode, at a total flow rate of 330 sccm, including 30 sccm CH2F2 gas, at 2 Pa.
Results indicate that the main peaks observed were those for the dilution gas ions, and
CH2F+ and CHF2+ ions in the CH2F2 plasma. The peaks were observed at 20 m/z for
Ar2+, 33 m/z for CH2F+, 36 m/z for 36Ar+, and 40 m/z for Ar+, 52 m/z for CHF2+, and
84 m/z for Kr+. The relative intensities are listed in Table 4.1. The intensities were
normalized to 100% by the total ion intensities of each rare gas. A higher intensity was
found for CH2F+ than for CHF2+ for the case of Kr, while the opposite relation was
found for Ar. Figure 4.4 shows typical ion energy distribution of CH2F+ ion in the
CH2F2 plasma diluted with pure Ar or pure Kr, with identical condition for Figure 4.3.
Ion intensities were obtained by integration over energies ranged between 0 to 50 eV.
Moreover the ion energy for measurements of mass spectra was optimizes at the
maximum in intensity, e. g. approximately 38 eV for the Ar dilution and 30 eV for the
Kr dilution.
The measurements revealed that the dominant positive ions were CH2F+ and CHF2+.
The ionization energy of CH2F2+ was 13.8 eV.[29] However, as reported by Torres et al.,
the ionization cross section for CH2F2+ is approximately 5% compared with those for
CH2F+ and CHF2+.[29] In quantum chemistry calculations, channels of the dissociative
ionization corresponded with similar behavior in the lowest triplet and singlet excited
energies assuming that the fundamental vibrations of CH2F2 include asymmetric (Cs)
and symmetric (C2v) modes. The symmetric vibrations cause the dissociation of two
atoms bound to a central C atom. Thus, the other channels, such as CH2F2 + e- → CH2+
+ 2F· + 2e- and CH2F2 + e- → CF2+ + 2H· + 2e-, contributed to the generation of ions
for higher-energy electron collisions, however these channels were determined to be
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negligibly small compared with the two major channels. [40]
Torres et al. reported cross sections and appearance potentials for electron impact
dissociative ionization of CH2F2 molecules.[29] In the ionization pathway generated for
CH2F+ and CHF2+ ions, two channels are involved: CH2F+ through C-F bond
dissociation or through C-H bond dissociation. The reaction schemes for the
dissociative reactions in electron collisions are given by:
CH2F2 + e- → CH2F+ + F + 2e-

(4.1)

CH2F2 + e- → CHF2+ + H + 2e-

(4.2)

The counter fragments of charge-neutral H and F atoms were generated simultaneously
through these dissociation mechanisms.
Figure 4.5 shows measured cross sections of CHF2+ and CH2F+ produced by electron
collision with CH2F2. They were constructed by referencing the QMS intensities and
known cross section for Ar gas.[33] Cross sections were estimated for the fragmented
ions from parent CH2F2 gas as a function of electron impact energies between 10 and
20 eV. Ionization thresholds were observed at 13.8±0.5 eV for CHF2+ and at 15.8 ±0.5
eV for CH2F+. (Errors were uncertainty of primary electron energy for the ionization.)
These values agreed with the literature values of 13.10 eV for CHF2+ [29] and 14.43 eV
for CH2F+. [29]
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Fig .4.6 Positive-ion mass spectra for the CH2F2 obtained
by electron impact at 20 eV.

Table 4.1 Relative intensities of positively charged ions
in rare gas-diluted CH2F2 plasma
Rare gas
m/z

Species
Ar

Kr

31

CH2F+

8

2

52

CHF2+

2

14

40

Ar+

100

0

84

Kr+

0

57
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Since C-H bonds dissociate more readily than C-F bonds, CHF2+ ions should be a
major component of the fragmented ions from the CH2F2 parent gas. As seen in Figure
4.5, the dissociative ionization of electron impacts with lower energies showed always
large cross section for CHF2+ generation as a major fragmented ion. In contrast, the
CH2F+ ion was the major ion in Ar-diluted CH2F2 plasma. This dissociation behavior
failed to explain the ion density in the Ar-diluted CH2F2 plasma. Thus other factors
must be responsible for the generation of these ions.
Other ionization pathways and their channels are also of interest for understanding
the complicated systems involved in the generation of reactive species in plasmas. For
fluorocarbons, negative ion formation generally occurs through electron attachment
pathways through relatively low energetic electron collisions at resonantly vertical
transition energies for negative ion states.[40,41] In the present study, for typical process
plasmas with an electron energy of less than 5 eV,[32] these channels were considered to
contribute to the dissociation of parent CH2F2 molecules, because the population of
low-energy electrons was large.
To determine the dependence of the electron temperature of Ar- or Kr-diluted
plasmas on the dissociation of CH2F2, the electron temperature was estimated from the
trace rare gases optical emission data. The optical emission intensity, I for transition Aj
→Ak, at wavelength is given λj,k by


I A j , k  n g ne 4   Ai , k (v)v 3 f e (v)dv ,

(4.3)

0

where ng is number density of the ground state, σ is the cross section at electron
velocity, ν, for electron impact excitation level Aj from Ak, ne is electron density, and
fe(ν) is normalized electron velocity distribution function. Following this
representation, the rate coefficient for electron impact processes including excitation,
dissociation, and so on can be represented with using brackets as integration over
whole electron velocities, and rewritten by
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I A j , k  n g ne  v  .

(4)

The <σν> can be used as indicator called as the degree of excitation or dissociative
ionization. If the electron velocity distribution function can be approximated by
Maxwellian, an electron temperature, Te, is obtained by optical emission intensities
and plasma density through consideration of the actual <σν>. For simplification, the
excitation degree for the trace Xe was estimated from the equation:
< σν >= 𝐼𝑋𝑒 ∙ 1⁄(𝑛𝑒 ∙ [𝑋𝑒])

,

(5)

where IXe is optical emission intensity for Xe, and [Xe] is density of Xe.[14] The plasma
density, ne, was measured by a plasma absorption probe (PAP).[34] Experimental results
for plasma densities were 1.6×1011 cm-3 for CH2F2/Ar and 2.2×1011 cm-3 for CH2F2/Kr.
Using the Xe emissions with transition of 5p56s→5p56p were 881.9 nm (2p8), and
823.1 nm (2p6), ratios of the ne<σν>'s for Kr over Ar was estimated 0.69, and 0.82,
respectively.(as shown in Figure 4.9) Combined with the cross-sections for excitation
of each lines,[38] these ratios were corresponded with difference in electron temperature
of 0.4 eV, assumed Maxwellian electron temperature, e.g. for CH2F2/Ar of 3.0 eV and
for CH2F2/Kr of 2.6 eV, respectively. The computed <σν> with the literature
cross-section for ionization of CH2F2 was only 15% difference between CH2F and
CHF2. Since the ionization energies are different for Ar (15.76 eV) and Kr (13.99 eV),
the electron temperatures tended to be lower in Kr-diluted plasmas than in Ar-diluted
plasmas. However, this result indicated that the electron-induced ionization was not the
major pathway, because these experimental results were contradicted to consider only
the electron collisions. A larger ion density for CH2F+ than that for CHF2+ implies that
F atoms were generated more frequently than H atoms. However, this phenomenon
was not observed in the Kr-diluted plasmas. Thus, other dissociation processes need to
be considered.
Charge exchange collisions between rare gas ions and CH2F2 molecules occurred
readily for CH2F2 plasmas.[42] As shown in Figure 4.5, the threshold for dissociative
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ionization for CHF2+ is similar to that for the C-H appearance (dissociative ionization)
energy for CH2F2 (13.8 eV), the energy signal is located close to that for Kr (14 eV). In
addition, the threshold for dissociative ionization for CH2F+, which is the same as the
C-F appearance energy for CH2F2 (15.8 eV), is close to that for Ar (16 eV). In the
Kr-diluted plasma, the dissociative ionization of CHF2+ (C-H bond cleavage) occurred
via charge exchange collisions of Kr+ ions. The dissociative ionization of CH2F+ (C-F
bond cleavage) selectively occurred via charge exchange collisions of Ar+ ion in the
Ar-diluted plasma.
For charge exchange collisions, Mizutani et al. observed peaks for ions at a lower
energy than that for the sheath accelerating energy for entering the plasma-sheath edge
in Ar-diluted fluorocarbon plasmas.[43] This indicated that some ions were generated in
the sheath region by collision of neutral gases with entering Ar ions. Thus, a charge
exchange collision was proposed.[43,44] In the present study, the ionization processes
occurred in bulk plasmas; therefore this phenomenon should be considered along with
other pathways.
To assess dissociative ionization in charge exchange collisions, Ar or Kr gas was
used as a diluent. Figure 4.9 shows the dependence of plasma densities and ne<σv> as
indicator for the electron temperature on the Ar fraction ratio. As the amount of Ar
increased, the plasma densities decrease and the electron temperature slightly
increased, as described before. Figure 4.10 shows the dependence of the Ar+ and Kr+
ion densities (sum of all isotopes) and the fraction of CH2F+ and CHF2+ ion densities
divided by the total CHxFy+ ion intensity as a function of the ratio of Ar partial
pressure over the total of Ar plus Kr. Total ion densities reflected the plasma density of
1.6×1011 cm-3 for pure Ar vs. 2.2×1011 cm-3 for pure Kr. As the amount of Ar
increased, the Ar+ ion density increased and the Kr+ ion density decreased, with the
inversion occurring at an Ar fraction of 70%, indicating complex behavior. The ion
densities did not exhibit a linear relation. This behavior appeared to depend on the
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electron temperature of the mixing conditions, i.e., the plasma characteristics changed
dramatically at an Ar fraction of 70%. Further study is needed to understand this result.
As shown in Figure 4.10, the decrease in the CHF2+ ion density was similar to the
increase in the CH2F+ ion density as the Ar fraction increased. The relative CHF2+ ion
density correlated with that for Kr+, which indicates that the effect of charge exchange
collisions greatly influenced the density of CHF2+ and CH2F+ ions.
Lastly Figure 4.11 shows a dependence of radical density fraction, CH2F and CHF2
against all other CHxFy radicals on the rare gas mixture ratio, Ar/Ar+Kr. The result
shows that CH2F radical is dominant. This can be interpreted that dissociation channels
by excitation are more dissociative in CH2F2 → CH2F + F compared with CH2F2 →
CHF2 + H. These experimental results were supported by the quantum chemistry
calculation[40] and the vacuum UV absorption[25]. As the Ar/(Ar+Kr) fraction ratio
changed, the densities of CH2F and CHF2 decreased and increased vise verse. This
phenomenon also failed to explain only electron collision induced with electron
temperature changes in the Ar and Kr mixture ratios. For possible explanations, we
suggest that Ar and Kr metastables contributes on dissociation via excitation. In the
situation of large dilution by rare gas, the positive ions of rare gas were dominated in
plasma. Thus the dissociative ionization rate with collisions of rare gas ions would be
comparable to electron collision processes. Three processes of radical production, (1)
dissociative ionization, (2) radical ionization, and (3) Penning (metastables) ionization
are roughly considerable. By using cross-section data, with assumption of the electron
temperature for 3.0 eV of Ar and for 2.6 eV of Kr, an estimated radical density
fraction, CH2F/CHF2, can be explained as 0.3:0.1:0.6 for the three positive ion
production processes respectively, in the best fit of the experimental results. More than
the half of the radicals is possibly considered to be generated by the Penning
ionization. Consequently, the Kr-diluted CH2F2 provides potentially CHF2+, CHF2 and
H, as compared with CH2F+, CHF2 and F for the Ar-dilution. Figure 4.12 shows the
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dependence of the fraction of CH2F+ and CHF2+ ion densities divided by the total
CHxFy+ ion intensity on the pressure of chamber. In this measurement, CH2F2 flow
rate over Ar or Kr flow rate were fixed at 0.1 to keep same residence time. The ions
ratio produced by charge exchange collisions were increased with increase of pressure
in both plasmas. In higher pressure, the effects of charge exchange collisions are higher
because of higher molecular density. Further investigation of the neutral radicals and
negative ions generated in these interactions is required. Therefore, the control of the
relative CHF2+ and CH2F+ ion densities in CH2F2 plasmas by adjusting the Ar and Kr
content will be examined in future studies. In actual etching, not only the densities of
CHF2+ and CH2F+ ions but also the densities of H, F, CHF2, and CH2F radicals affect
the selective etching of various dielectrics. Thus the controlling the ion density ratio
may help to improve the performance of plasma etching. The results of the present
study demonstrated a new concept for achieving highly precise control of plasma
processing.
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4.3.3 Etch rate of SiO2, Si3N4 and poly-Si by CH2F2/Ar/Kr plasma

Figure 4.13 shows etch rates of SiO2, SiN and poly-Si films as a function of the flow
rates of CH2F2 ranged between 5 and 50 sccm diluted 300-sccm-Ar gas. CH2F2/Ar
plasma was generated under discharge conditions of 900 W VHF power to the upper
electrode and 1000 W RF power to lower electrode, at 2 Pa. Under this condition, the
electron energy was about 1011 cm-3 and the Vpp of lower electrode was -1000 V. At
the lower CH2F2 flow rates below 15 sccm, the etch rates tended to increase as the flow
rates increased. The etch rates were approximately 140 nm/min for SiN and 100
nm/min for poly-Si films, and 180 nm/min for SiO2 at the CH2F2 flow rates of 10
sccm. As further increasing of flow rate, the poly-Si etch rates decreased, no etch depth
for poly-Si was observed in the higher CH2F2 flow rate above 25 sccm. Meanwhile it is
noticeably that the etch rate for SiN films increased and turned out to be faster than
SiO2. At the same time, in the case of poly-Si film, a polymeric film deposition
occurred on the poly-Si film and no etching rate was observed. Henceforth we used the
condition of high selective etching regime for SiN over Si films at a CH2F2 flow rate of
30 sccm.
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Figure. 4.13 Dependence of etch rates for SiO2, SiN poly-Si in CH2F2 plasma diluted
Ar on flow rate of CH2F2.
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Previously, we examined that the dilutions with Ar and Kr gases characteristically
modified the dissociation processes of CH2F2, thus we discuss the impact of the
reactive species on SiN etch reactions. Thicknesses of the deposited polymeric film on
poly-Si films increased as the CH2F2 flow rates and differed at the different electron
densities and electron temperatures of CH2F2 plasmas diluted Ar or Kr (data not
shown). The deposited film thicknesses in the Kr diluted plasmas were apparently
thicker than that in the Ar diluted plasmas. We believe that this polymeric film
formation reflected the condition of change in incident species related to the surface
reactions.
Generation of the reactive species and consideration for essential difference in the
etch rates should be taken into account the electron density. For these, we measured
electron densities by using the PAP. Under the condition of CH2F2 of 30 sccm, the
VHF power changed from 600 to 1200 W. In the Ar dilution with the flow rate of 300
sccm, plasma densities were changed from 0.8 to 1.3×1011 cm-3. In the Kr dilution with
the identical flow rate, plasma densities were changed from 1.1 to 1.8×1011 cm-3. The
observed plasma densities were relatively larger in all the Kr dilution case than the Ar
at identical VHF powers. This is explained by the large cross-sections for Kr ionization
with the lower ionization energy (14.0 eV).
Figure 4.14 shows a dependence of etch rates for (a) SiO2 and (b) SiN films in the
plasma of a mixture of CH2F2 with flow rate of 30 sccm and Ar or Kr with the total
flow rate of 300 sccm. The RF bias of 1000 W was applied and the peak-to-peak
voltage (Vpp) was approximately 1 kV. As the VHF power changed in the range of 600
and 1200 W, the Vpp was not deviated under the conditions of Ar and also Kr dilution.
As shown in Figure 4.14 (a), the SiO2 etch rates were linearly increased with
increasing of electron density. Commonly the etch rates were in proportion with a
product of ion flux and ion etch yield at the determinant ion energy, i.e. a linear
dependence of ion flux should be observed, when the constant Vpp were regarded as
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obtaining the identical ion energy.[45-47] An effective etching yield (a gradient in etch
rate versus electron density) was estimated to be 0.4, which is fairly corresponded with
literature data of 0.5 for CF+ and 1.0 for CF2+ incidence at an energy of 1000 eV.34)
Under the condition with Vpp of 1 kV and electron density of the order of 1011 cm-3, a
typical current density to the substrate was the order of mA cm-2 s-1, then the physical
sputtering rate of SiO2 was estimated to be approximately 100 nm/min. Actually as
shown in Figure 4.13, the etch rates approached toward 100 nm/min, when CH2F2 flow
rates decreased.
Furthermore, the etch rates for SiN in the Ar dilution case were always higher than
that for the Kr dilution, in all cases changing of electron density as shown in Figure
4.14. Since the etching rates (ER) are in proportion to a multiplication of ion etch yield
(EY) and ions fluxes 𝐹𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (0.605 𝑛𝑒 √𝑇𝑒 ⁄𝑚𝑖 ), where a product of the electron
density (ne) and a squared root term for the Bohm velocity, where Te is electron
temperature and mi is mass of ion.[45-47] Hence, the gradient of etch rates were given by
ER ∝ EY ∙ 𝐹𝑖𝑜𝑛 . As the Te assumed to be 3 eV and ne of 1011 cm-3, the effective
etch-yield (EYeff) was roughly estimated from Figure 4.14 to be 0.27 for the Kr case
and 0.45 for the Ar case.
Prior to discuss about these yields, we should note that Ar and Kr dilution of CH2F2
plasma provided the selective formation of CHF2+ or CH2F+ ions along with some
possible contributions from counter fragments of H and F atoms on the basis of charge
exchange dissociative ionization channels, CH2F2 + M+ → CH2F+ + F· + M* and
CHF2+ + H· +M* (M=Ar, Kr). Namely, the dominant species in gas phase were CHF2+
ion and H atom in the Kr dilution case and CH2F+ ion and F atom in the Ar dilution
case.
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Next, Figure 4.15 shows dependences of the RF bias power on the SiO2 and SiN film
etch rates. The results were obtained under the condition of electron density of
1.05×1011 cm-3 in the Ar or Kr diluted CH2F2 plasmas generated with the VHF power
of 900 W for Ar and 500 W for Kr cases. The flow rate of CH2F2 was 30 sccm and
dilution was done with the flow rate of 300 sccm for Ar or Kr. In the results shown in
Figure 4.14, the dependence of RF bias power was confirmed to be negligibly small.
For SiO2, the behavior of etch rates on various RF power was represented as similar in
the cases of Ar and Kr dilutions. On the other hand, no dependence of SiN etch rates
on the RF bias power was observed the etch rates for SiN was saturated with the
increase of the RF bias power. As the results, we pointed out that the observed
difference in the Ar or Kr dilution was possibly resulted from the changes of the
incident reactive species.
Moreover, the etch rates abruptly increased above the thresholds at the RF bias power
around 100 W. The lower RF bias power processes tended to be improve the selectivity
of SiN etch rate against SiO2 etch rate. However, in the CH2F2 plasma diluted with Kr,
the VHF power of 900 W, as shown in Figure 4.16, the SiO2 etch rate was selectively
occurred at the RF bias power at around 150 W. In this condition, the selectivity of
SiO2/SiN was around 6.5. In the CH2F2 plasma diluted with Ar, with the RF bias power
ranged between 100 and 250 W, the selectivity of SiO2/SiN was around 0.8.
The ion etch yields were reported that CF2+ ion etch yield was 0.5 at 1000 eV for
SiN,[48] and CHF2+ ion etch yield was 0.25 at 1000 eV.[49] Ito et al. reported that the ion
etch yields of CH2F+ for SiN changed in response to the accumulated ion dosage.[50]
For the Kr case, the estimated EYeff of 0.27 was fairly corresponded with the CHF2+
EY of 0.25. On the other hand, the estimated EYeff of 0.45 in the Ar case was
discrepant, since the dominant ion was CH2F+, was large. These EY values were only
valid for pure ion processes. Therefore any other contribution of radicals on the surface
reaction should be taken into consideration in details for the actual plasma etching
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processes. In the SiN etching, both H and F atoms may work as etchant enhanced
formation of volatiles such as HCN, and so forth. Thus the dominant species of H and
F atoms, as well as CH2F+ and CHF2+, might contribute to the surface reactions on SiN
for the Ar case. The Ar dilution resulted in F-rich condition that might assist to enhance
the etching of SiN film.
By analyzing of optical emissions, intensities for the optical emissions arisen from H
and F atoms were investigated. Figure 4.17 shows IH and IF, referred to Xe emission,
IXe, for optical emission from the CH2F2 plasma diluted with Ar or Kr. Previously,
electron temperatures were estimated by using the optical emission data obtained by
trace premixed addition of rare gases. The electron temperatures (Te) were different.
The Te for Ar was higher approximately 0.4 eV than that for the Kr dilution. Thus the
relative densities of H and F atoms should be estimated by the actionometric data
referenced by the intensities of Xe as an actinomator. The IH were almost unchanged to
be 0.35 for Kr and 0.40 for Ar. However, the IF of 0.25 for Ar was apparently different
twice higher than that of 0.11 for Kr. This indicated that the F-rich condition in the Ar
dilution consequently led to the increase of SiN etch rates.
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4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the C-H and C-F bond dissociation reactions of hydro-fluorocarbon
were focused and characteristic CH2F2 selective dissociative ionization mechanism
was focused.
The ion densities in CH2F2 plasmas diluted by Ar or Kr gas were examined using
quadrupole mass spectrometry. CH2F+ were the dominant ions in a CH2F2/Ar plasma,
although dissociation of C-F bonds was less favorable in electron collisions than
dissociation of C-H bonds. In contrast, in a CH2F2/Kr plasma, large ion densities of
CHF2+ due to dissociation of C-H bonds were observed. These results indicate that
dissociative ionization by charge exchange collisions between CH2F2 and Ar+ or Kr+
affected the ion densities. Thus, the use of Ar and Kr to dilute CH2F2 plasma was
demonstrated to control the charge exchange dissociative ionization channels and the
selective formation of CHF2+ or CH2F+ ions, with possible contributions from counter
fragments of H and F atoms.
The dependence of the etch rates of SiO2, SiN and poly-Si in the rare gas diluted
CH2F2 plasmas on the flow rates of CH2F2 and the dilution gases of Ar or Kr was
examined. For the CH2F2 plasma diluted Kr, the behavior of SiN etch rates could be
explained by ion-induced processes for dominantly incident CHF2+ ion. On the other
hand, in the CH2F2 plasma diluted Ar, the dominant incident species of F atom and
·CHF2 radical other than CH2F+ ion enhanced to the etch reaction for SiN films.
It is assumed that the selective dissociative charge transfer collision reaction is shown
from not only CH2F2 but also other molecules if these molecular dissociative ionization
energy thresholds are around the molecular ionization energy of rare gas used for
dilution. In addition, the metastable rare gas atom can effect on dissociation (especially
dissociation to two neutral species). Therefore it is assumed that the ratio control of
active species is possible by the select ion of feedstock gas molecules and a partial
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pressure of rare gas.
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Conclusions and Future Works

5.1 Conclusion of Present Research

The motivation of this dissertation is the clarifications of the control of active
species in plasma by gas molecular structures or dissociation and the effects of
dissociated reactive species on dielectric film etching processes. To achieve this goal,
the author investigated the dissociation reaction of fluorocarbon contained oxygen or
hydrogen by measurement of plasma and fragments induced by electron impact from
gas molecules and the molecular orbital calculations.
In chapter 1, the trend in the future scaled integrated circuits and the requirement for
plasma etching technologies has been shown as an introduction. The development and
selections of fluorocarbon molecules for achieving required etch properties was also
introduced.
In chapter 2, theory of plasma diagnostics for mass spectrometry and computation
method of molecular orbital calculations used for the investigation of molecular
dissociation were introduced. Theories of film characterization techniques such as
XPS and optical interferometer used as measurement methods of etched subsurface
reactions were also described.
In chapter 3, the fluorocarbons contained oxygen as an ether bond, PMVE (C3F6O,
perfluoro-ethyl-vinyl-ether) and PPVE (C5F10O, perfluoro-propyl-vinyl-ether), were
investigated and calculated to clarify dissociation reaction of ether structure. The
dissociative ionization and electron attachment reactions of a PMVE isomer were
examined using quadrupole mass spectrometry. The most abundant CF3+ ions were
generated by dissociative ionization at a threshold energy of around 10.2 eV, and the
second most abundant positive ions were C2F2O+. These data suggest rearrangement of
the F atom to form CF4. Generation of the abundant negative ions, C2F3O−, was
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confirmed by calculation of the potential energy curves for electron attachment along
the reaction coordinate on both sides of the ether C−O bond. Only dissociative electron
attachment was involved in C2F3O− ion generation. The dissociative ionization and
electron attachment reactions of a PPVE isomer were examined using quadrupole mass
spectrometry. The major positive ion was CF3+. A minority of positive and negative
ions, involving C2F2O+, C2F3O− and C3F7O−, were observed. The appearance energies
causing the dissociative ionization were around 14.5 eV for CF3+ and 11.8 eV for C3F7+
ions. Each reaction channel was confirmed by the potential energy curves provided in
the quantum chemical calculations. Combined with the previous research on the C 3F6O
isome the observed ion efficiencies for the CF3+ ion were larger, on the order of 10-20
cm-2, compared with the order of only 10-21 cm-2 for the other channels. This is
attributed to the excess energy of energetic electron impacts being distributed among
internal energies of CF3+ with stabilization of the ionizing charge by delocalization
onto the vinyl ether bond. Overall, perfluoro-vinyl ethers characteristically generated
CF3+ as the largest abundant ion. This information may be useful for controlling the
generation of fluorocarbon ions and in the design of molecules containing a
vinyl-ether.
In chapter 4, the C-H and C-F bond dissociation reactions of hydro-fluorocarbon were
focused and characteristic CH2F2 selective dissociative ionization mechanism was
focused. The ion densities in CH2F2 plasmas diluted by Ar or Kr gas were examined
using quadrupole mass spectrometry. CH2F+ were the dominant ions in a CH2F2/Ar
plasma, although dissociation of C-F bonds was less favorable in electron collisions
than dissociation of C-H bonds. In contrast, in a CH2F2/Kr plasma, large ion densities
of CHF2+ due to dissociation of C-H bonds were observed. These results indicate that
dissociative ionization by charge exchange collisions between CH2F2 and Ar+ or Kr+
affected the ion densities. Thus, the use of Ar and Kr to dilute CH2F2 plasma was
demonstrated to control the charge exchange dissociative ionization channels and the
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selective formation of CHF2+ or CH2F+ ions, with possible contributions from counter
fragments of H and F atoms.
The dependence of the etch rates of SiO2, SiN and poly-Si in the rare gas diluted
CH2F2 plasmas on the flow rates of CH2F2 and the dilution gases of Ar or Kr was
examined. For the CH2F2 plasma diluted Kr, the behavior of SiN etch rates could be
explained by ion-induced processes for dominantly incident CHF2+ ion. On the other
hand, in the CH2F2 plasma diluted Ar, the dominant incident species of F atom and
·CHF2 radical other than CH2F+ ion enhanced to the etch reaction for SiN films. It is
assumed that the selective dissociative charge transfer collision reaction is shown from
not only CH2F2 but also other molecules if these molecular dissociative ionization
energy thresholds are around rare gas molecular ionization energy. In addition, the
metastable rare gas atom can effect on dissociation (especially dissociation to two
neutral species). Therefore it is assumed that the control of active species ratio is
possible if select feedstock gas molecules and a partial pressure of rare gas.
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5.2 Future scope

In this dissertation, the dissociation of fluorocarbon gas molecules contained oxygen
or hydrogen and the control of active species from these molecule in plasma were
studied based on plasma diagnostics, measurement of fragmentation and computation
method for etching process. To control plasma etch process and achieve high etch
properties, it is necessary to understand the relationship between feedstock gas and
active species in plasma, and active species in plasma and surface reactions. For the
future etch process, the accuracy of etch pattern achieve only around 10 atoms scale.
Thus a little change of active species lead to defective products. The complex
structures of device such as 3-dimentional structure and air gap have been already used
for ULSI. Therefore it is necessary to sensitive control of active species and etch
process.
Various fluorocarbon molecules have been developed for high etch properties such as
high selectively, high etch rate and fine profile. These developments have been
performed by trial-and-error method. To become easy developments of fluorocarbon
molecules, it is necessary to feed back the dissociation data and etch process data to
development region. In this study, the possibility of selective dissociation molecular
structure was shown. This information would help the development of designed gas
molecules. Also, in this study, it was found that there are selective dissociation
reactions at specific bond in plasma by relationship between rare gas and feedstock gas.
The combination of gas design and selective dissociation reactions in plasma leads to
more controllable plasma.
Etch processes depend on active species in plasma strongly. In this study, I focused on
the production of active species from feedstock gas. However the relationship between
active species and surface, another important piece for controlling etch processes, is
not understood well. To clarify the relationship between active species and surface,
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beam method and plasma diagnostics have been used. If a lot of the relationship
between feedstock gas and active species in plasma, and active species in plasma and
surface reactions will be understood, veracious model of plasma reaction can be
constructed. Veracious model is useful for understanding plasma conditions easily and
control etch processes.
In near future, using the designed feedstock gas and plasma model, the control
of active species in plasma for achieve required etching process is possible. The
measurement and calculation of molecular dissociation would be expected to
accelerate development for plasma etching process.
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